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Clapp Eastham Apparatus
We wish to announce that we will soon have a complete stock of
Clapp
apparatus on hand which we will handle exclusively
I
2( on thisEastham
coast.
At the present time we have the following Clapp Eastham apparfj atus in slock:
Blitzen Variable Condensers
Dead End Switches
Potentiometers
Amplifier Coils
Ci
The variable condensers are the usual well known glass case type,
|g the large size containing 43 plates and approximately .0008 M. F. The
small size contains 17 plates and is .0003 M. E. These condensers are
especially suitable for use with vacuum detectors.
The dead end switches are mounted upon a hard rubber panel with
rotating scale and stationary pointer. This switch may be used for
dividing any coil into ten parts.
The Amplifying Coils are guaranteed both by the manufacturer
and the MOORHKAD LABORATORIES. These coils actually
work. Using this coil you can hear stations which previously were
entirely out of range of your instruments,
AS A SPECIAL OFFER:
One Moorhead Type A2 Panel Set
One Blitzen Amplifier Coil
Price $22.00 Prepaid
The panel includes one tested ELECTRON RELAY and a special
scaled B battery of 45 volts.
Wc specialize in the manufacture of high grade receiving and trans- <
milting apparatus. Quotations submitted.

The Moorhead Laboratories
165 JESSIE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA
A-I; i.-1 .-ci-i s pli-jise
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New

Tungar

Rectifier
No. 995
PRICES
Z Ampere,
6 volt
$14.00
6 Ampere.
15 volt $22.00
6 Ampere,
75 volt $100.00
Fully Guaranteed
THE •TUNGAR" RECTIFIER DEVELOPED BY THE RESEARCH LABORATORIES OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY SIMPLIFIES SMALL BATTERY CHARGING
IS SELF-STARTING. INDEPENDENT
OF FREQUENCY AND EFFICIENT
Send for Special Circular, also our Catalog F
MAGU1RE & SHOTTON. Albany, N. Y.
Special Agent: RAD COOVER, 1611 19th St., Sacramento, Cal.

Everyday
Mechanics
THE AUDION SERIES—
ARE YOU READING IT?
By M. B. Sleeper

cP
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Fig. 10, For 200 meter reception. This instrument has a special winding
The Radio Articles of real importance are selected for YOU.
There are other how-to-make-it articles, too, on mechanics, electricity, science, and chemistry.
EVERYDAY MECHANICS
The magazine for the Radio and Experimental Engineer
10c a copy, $1.00 a year. Are you missing any numbers?
EVERYDAY MECHANICS, Aeolian Hall, 42nd St. and 5th Ave.,
New York City
When writing to Advertisers plense mention this Magazine
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Room

Amplify Signals 5 to 25 Times
With Our Amplifier Coil
USES SAME FILAMENT BATTERY FOR BOTH TUBES
Will Fit in Any Size Cabinet
Latest Thing in Amplifier Coils
Each Coil Fully Tested Before Leaving Factory, and Guaranteed to
Be in Perfect Working Order
Special Introductory Offer -- $9.90 Prepaid
TESTED AUDITRON AMPLIFIER, DETECTOR AND
OSCILLATOR TUBES $5.25 PREPAID
We Carry a Full Line of All Kinds of the Latest Wireless Apparatus
Prices on request
San Francisco Wireless Co.
466 17th Avenue

San Francisco, Cal.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
Vacuum Tube PaneT Double Filament Electron Relay 7 Ampere Sealed
"B" Battery—Switches, Taps, etc.
10 Point "B" Battery Switch. Rheostat on Back of Panel
All Necessary Binding Posts Nickel Plated
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READY FOR USE. $9.10
Take advantage of this offer and order today. The parts alone, if
purchased separately, will cost over $9.00. You are getting theM
PANEL FREE—you only pay for the parts. Mention "P. R. N.
when writing.
ELECTRON AGENCIES, 4608 ISth St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Wlirn writlnK
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Fruit Company s

Rad io Installations

The United Fruit Company of Xew
York. U. S. A., maintains one of the
finest and most efficient of radio systems to be found anywhere in the
United States.
The Xew Orleans Station, situated
opposite the City Park, is one of the
neatest and most efficient of this
company's installations. It covers an
area of twenty acres. The antenna is
supported by four tubular steel masts
set on a rectangle three hundred by
six hundred feet. The strength of
these towers has been demonstrated
on the occasion of two severe hurricanes which the station withstood
without the slightest material damage.
The ensemble of buildings shown
in the photograph of the station represent a model of architectural perfection for an installation of this kind.
The underground wires, for power,
light, telephone and telegraph lines,
are carried in conduit and are conspicuous for their absence from the
eye of the observer. Not only docs
this enhance the beauty of the station and grounds, but greater efficiency is secured, inasmuch as all
these lines being carried underground
and in metal conduit are free from the
harmful effects of induction. It has
been found so often that overhead
unprotected wires are sometimes so
strongly affected by induced high

voltage, high frequency currents from
the transmitter, that they are rendered inoperative. All of the buildings, with the exception of the power
house, are made of concrete blocks
with asbestos shingle roofs.
The power house shown in the
photo is of first-class steel frame and
concrete construction thruout, not
one piece of wood having been used
in its construction. The inside dimensions of this building are fortyfive by sixty feet. This allows ample
space for the testing of apparatus and
for the installation of new and larger
equipment, such as high frequency
alternators or arc sets. All apparatus
purchased by the United Fruit Company for installation on shipboard or
at tropical land stations is first tested out at this station.
The transmitting set. shown in another photograph, is of the two-unit
type and is operated from the city
mains on 220 volt three phase 60 cycle
current. In the foreground are the
two motors and the two 500 cycle
generators; each unit carrying a synchronized rotary gap disc on the generator shaft. Each unit is of forty
kilowatt capacity. They arc so arranged as to run singly or together.
When running only one machine one
gap is used, and when both machines
are run both gaps are used in scries.
The transmitting apparatus is all an-
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tomatically controlled from the operator's table by solenoid switches so
the operator can start or stop either
or both machines without leaving his
seat.
The emergency set is a five-kilowatt non-synchronous spark set using
sixty-cycle current. In addition to this
emergency set there is an auxiliary
set of five kilowatt capacity using a
quenched spark.
The emergency power supply is obtained from a twelve horsepower
Fairbanks Morse Type R. E. Oil Flngine direct connected to a seven and
one-half kilowatt one hundred and

America. The extreme sensitiveness
of this receiver was easily proven by
the fact that signals have been received from Japan, Honolulu. San
Francisco, Sayville, Arlington, Tuckerton, Nauen, Elvise and Carnarvon.
The transmitter is in itself another
example of efficiency, having been
heard as far as Alexandria and Port
Said. Egypt.
The hours of service of the New
Orleans Station arc continuous and
arc maintained by a staff of thirteen
men, consisting of one chief operalbr.
three trick operators, one rigger and
mechanic, six laborers, one watchman
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THE STATION BUILDINGS AT NEW OP.I.EANS

ten volt direct current generator. The
need of this emergency power supply
was vividly shown when during the
severe hurricanes the city power service was interrupted and other radio
stations were put out of commission,
and the United Fruit Company's
Radio Plant was the only means of
communication with the outside
world.
The receiver is of the Marconi
"Valve" type, supplied by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of

and one porter. Operators' salaries
range from $90 to $150 per month.
Communication is carried on with
the land stations at Burrwood. La.,
(southwest pass, mouth of the Mississippi River), ninety miles distant;
Swan Island, Caribbean Sea, eight
hundred and fifty miles distant, and
Tela, Honduras, one thousand miles
distant. Communication is also carried on with ships at sea. One of
these ships, belonging to the United
Fruit Company and carrying one of
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OPERATING ROOM, S.S. PASTORES
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THE TRANSMITTERS AT THE NEW ORI-EANS STATION
their typical ship installations, is the ranged so that either the ship's
S. S. "Pastores." This ship, like the dynamo or the set of storage cells
S Ss. "Tenadores" and "Calaraares," will operate the set. The 2 K. W.
carries tno complete wireless instal- transmitter has an actual range of COO
lations. one a 2 K. VV. and the other miles in daylight and the 1 K. W.
a 1 K. W. set. These are both ar- transmitter a range of 400 miles in
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S.S. PASTORES
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daylight. These ranges are under
normal atmospheric conditions and
in the tropics.
The storage battery installation on
the S. S. "Pastores" is one that deserves mention. Altho the installation of such an elaborate equipment
was not necessary to comply with the
letter of the law, the United Fruit
Company's broad policy of leaving
nothing undone and with a view to
promoting the safety and convenience
of the passengers and crew of the
ships was responsible for the installation. There are installed two types
of storage batteries—a 22S-ampere
hour type Edison Wireless-Special
for the operation of the 2 K. W. set,
and a 150-ampere hour type Edison
Wireless-Special for the operation of
the 1 K. W. set. In addition to the
operation of the radio apparatus, the
batteries and switchboards are arranged for operating an emergency
lighting system. This emergency
lighting system is divided into four
circuits, which are controlled from the
switchboard in the radio cabin. These
circuits cover the Morse signaling device, running lights, masthead lights,
binnacle lights, deck lights in the vicinity of all lifeboats, on the boat
deck, the promenade deck and all
stateroom passageways. Tests on the
A-6 Edison Wireless-Special 225 ampere hour battery show that they are
under-rated by the manufacturers and
in practice will give 255 ampere hours.
The tests show that this is sufficient
current to operate the 2 K, W. apparatus for handling the average radio
traffic over a distance varying from
100 to 600 miles during daylight, over
a period of 12 days. The actual time
the radio apparatus was in use during this period of testing was eight
hours and fifty minutes; the number
of words transmitted 6,344; the generator was started 64 times, taking 45
amperes for about fifteen seconds each
time. The wireless apparatus was
worked at full power throughout the
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test and communicated over very
great distances in daylight.
Tests on the 150 ampere hour battery also of the Edison Wireless-Special type, developed the fact that in
the majority of cases these batteries
are also under-rated about 20 per cent.
Tests showed that this was sufficient
current to operate the 1 K. W. sets
for the average radio traffic over a
period of 17 days, working the radio
apparatus at full power over distances
of from 100 to 300 miles daylight.
"TEISHINSHO" SYSTEM
Though most of us know that the
Japanese system of radio telegraphy
is called the "Teishinsho" system, few
really know that the Japanese word
"Teishinsho", literally translated,
means "Ministry of Communications".
The Japanese system of radio telegraphy has been developed under the
direction of this department of the
government of Japan and thus bears
its name.
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS MAGAZINE ON NEWS STANDS?
It should be sold by all dealers in
the United States. If you have experienced trouble in obtaining copies
from your dealer, please notify us
promptly and we will make arrangements with your news dealer for the
sale of copies.
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"LACONIA" OPERATORS LAST
The equipment, which was manufacTO LEAVE DOOMED SHIP
tured by the Flectric Supply and Repair Company of San Francisco, is so
(From the S. F. Examiner.)
According to survivors from the tor- arranged as to allow access to varipedoed Cunard liner "Laconia" comes ous parts for demoustrating purposes.
The receiving set described in our
a report that Radio Operators Taylor
and Donnes were the last to leave the March issue by Dr. Burglund has alship. While the angry seas were ready been installed at the Armory,
flooding the wireless room the opera- and the O, U. I. and P. O. Z. Stations
tors quietly and persistently sent the can be heard with remarkable disSOS call—their teeth set with grim tinctness during the early hours of
determination, their eyes calmly gaz- the evening.
ing out of the window, where fearIs your name on the subscription
haunted faces passed by like shadows,
they stuck to their jobs. Captain Ir- list of "Pacific Radio News?" It
vine stepped into the last boat to should be.
leave the ship, while the operators
calmly stood on the deck waving THE FIRST TRANS-CONTINENtheir hats to those in the lifeboats.
TAL RELAY MESSAGE
As the angry sea engulfed the giant
The first trans-continental relay
liner the operators jumped from the message was sent by the Sccfred
ship and were later rescued by a Brit- Brothers' Station (6FA) at Los Anish patrol boat.
geles, to Hiram Percy Maxim, President of the American Radio Relay
POWERFUL EQUIPMENT FOR League (1ZM) at 1 ;30 a. m.. January
NAVAL MILITIA
28, 1917.
Dr. B. N. Burglund of the S. F.
The amateur feat accomplished on
Naval Militia has recently completed the 6th of February. 1917. can be conthe installation of a 5 K. W. rotary sidered even a greater achievement.
impulse excitation transmitter at the On this night the first relay message
Armory of the Naval Militia at Four- was successful in being sent from the
teenth and Mission Streets, in San East to the West and being answered
Francisco.
during the course of the same night.
A nine-wire aerial two hundred feet It came about that 9ABD in Jefferson
in length is to be used for transmit- City, Mo., called 8JZ at Cleveland,
ting, while a two-wire aerial eight Ohio, telling him that there was a
hundred feel in length is to be used good opportunity for a Trans-contifor receiving. Special arrangements nental Relay, as he could work 9ZF
have been made to establish com- in Denver. Colorado, who in turn
munication on two hnitdred meters could work 6EA at Los Angeles, Calwith amateur stations in the vicinity ifornia. In the meantime Cleveland
of San Francisco, while the regula- advised New York, (2PM) of this
tion and standard naval wave lengths news. A message was accordingly
wiH be used for the transmission of sent from New York to ilevclaud,
thence to Jefferson City, ■Continuing
navy traffia.
The five licensed firat-grade operat- to Denver, and finally to Los Angeles,
ors will be placed in charge of the California. The Seefred Brothers
equipment, and eighteen recruits are (6EA) then sent an answer to New
receiving instruction pending vacan- York, which arrived there exactly
cies in the operating staff of the sta- two hours after the original message
left New York.
tion.
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Lectncity Bot and tkc Assistant
Rad 10

Inspector

By V. G. Muthison
Author of "Tb« Radio Developmont Association of HamoWlIt."
CHAPTER I.
the members thereof were, each in
Apparently something out of the turn, emphatically delivering their inordinary run of unnotcworthy events disputable opinions on some question
was creating a great deal of agitation which, judging by the amount of disamong the worthy inhabitants of cussion it was creating, was of exHamsville. An undefinable spirit of treme importance to the immediate
excitement seemed to prevade the at- neighborhood. These oratorical outmosphere vaguely snggesting that bursts on the part of the ex-wool
some weighty event was about to oc- growers were almost invariably accompanied with much wiggling of
cur in the village.
goatees
and flopping of arms whereby
Hamsville, as some of the readers
of "The Pacific Radio News" perhaps the speakers attempted to lend imarc aware, is a sheep rancher's village pressiveness to their impassioned decof no great size or importance hidden larations. The earnestness of these
away somewhere up in the vast gentlemen was indeed so tremendous
sparsely settled foothills of Northern that a casual observer would probably
California, and it is so well hidden, in have jumped to the conclusion that
fact, that the bevvhiskcred inhabitants they were each and all personally
thereof could undoubtedly boast with connected with the matter under contruth the distinction of being residents sideration.
But such was not the case. For,
in about the most remote and generally unknown little apology for a town while these illustrious relics seem adthat exists in the entire state of Cali- mirably capable of advising and criticising others not possessed of such
fornia,
great
wisdom as themselves, neverPerhaps the most tangible evidence
of the village's afore mentioned ex- theless they are not usually noticed
citement was noticeable around Henry taking any active part in the matters
Brown's Corner Grocery, a typical concerning which they have so much
country store, which was daily decor- advice to offer.
Upon realizing this the obuerrer
ated with the usual half-dozen or so
old mossbacked town vencrables, who would naturally turn his eyes elsesat around on miscellaneous boxes, where, should he be desirous of searchbarrels and thrcc-lcgcd broken hacked ing out the radiating point of the myschairs from which points of vantage terious excitement, and he would soon
they munched Henry Brown's soda have located it were he to leave Henry
crackers as they wisely reviewed and Brown's store and walk a short discriticised the doings of the world in tance along a dusty road known by
the painfully truthful name of "Main
general.
Today this sagacious "gathering of Street."
rheumatic old cronies had become
About a quarter of a mile from
swelled to twice its normal size and Henry Brown's Corner Grocery Main
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Street executes an abrupt turn to the pounding, prying and other equally
left in order to avoid entering the effective noise-producing operations
front door of one. of the most pre- were being carried on within. The
tentious residences of Hamsville, total aggregation of discordant din
which, unfortunately, had been erect- was appropriately garnished with a
ed in a place where—as was sadly generous number of uncomplimentary
discovered some years late—the mid- adjectives, and altogether it was
dle of Main Street should have been. really quite certain that neither the
Upon being confronted with this mental nor physical gymnastics of
grievous fact, the City Fathers had the chicken house's lone occupant
adjudged it easier to move Main were of an especially peaceful nature.
That this dilapidated shack served
Street than the house, which had unto shelter some sort of a wireless stadeniable claims of priority anyhow.
Herein reside Silas Morrison and tion would have immediately been
family, well known and highly re- evident to any wireless fiend, for
spected people in the community. In there was a large, crude-looking aerial
fact, Silas is a veritable sheep king strung from the roof to a tall tree a
of the region, owning various herds short distance away. Any remaining
of these four-fooled wool suppliers doubt as to the genuineness of the
station would be immediately disto the clothing trade.
Although never ordinarily so, pelled by the sign, "Hamsville Wireeverything in and about the abode less Plant," which, together with a
number of other mysterious looking
of Silas Morrison now apeared to he words, uncomprchensiblc to the unin a state of disorder and confusion. initiated, had been painted across the
It was quite obvious that the methodical daily system of conducting the door of the shack in rongh black letters.
affairs of the household had in some
Indeed, ibis undistinguished lookmanner become disarranged.
Mrs. Morrison, instead of sitting ing structure had, for three years,
out on the porch calmly darning a contained a most extraordinary sort
couple of socks for Silas or attend- of a wireless outfit, and the perspiring to her other household duties, ing pounding individual who occupied
was at present engaged in a vigorous the shack at present was none other
attempt to jam an astounding layout than 'Leclricity Bob. son of Silas
of shirts, suspenders, and shoestrings Morrison, and sole owner of tbe
into a half-grown pasteboard suit- " Plant."
'Lcctricity Bob was a sturdy youth
case. At the same lime the usually
phlegmatic Silas was to he seen steer- of eighteen years whom the inhabing an erratic course about the back itants of Hamsville quite universally
yard, with his eyes fixed on space and looked upon as the most marvellous
his goatee standing out stiffly from electrical genius of modern times.
ids chin, which was known to be an And it must he admitted that, in cominfallible sign that he was indulging parison to the rest of Hamsville's
population, he was an electrical genius
in some very deep thinking.
Ever and anon he would cease his indeed!
He had also attained considerable
perambulating and gaze doubtfully
towards a small chicken house situ- notoriety among his immediate folated at the rear of the house, from lowers as the originator of divers
the interior <<f which was emanating brilliant projects of wbieh lie seemed
a terrific series of sounds of such na- to have an inexhaustihlc supply. It
ture as to indicate that much violent was an unfortunate fact, however.
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that Bob's enthusiastic endeavors to as a fake and exposed the secret of
present the aforesaid projects to an the long-distance receiving to the
eager world were usually forestalled spectators, who became highly enby the more conservative Silas, who raged forthwith.
Whereupon Bob
was exasperalingly indifferent to their had instantly realized that his four
great value. It might be well to ex- confederates and himself stood a fair
plain, however, that the worthy Silas chance of next becoming star perhad once been compelled to settle a formers in a tarring and feathering
damage suit as the immediate result exhibition unless they succeeded in
of his son's attempt to carry out one getting away without delay.
of his magnificent schemes, and he
With this end in view, he frightened
had wrathfully avowed by all the the angry mob from the room with
saints in the calendar and out of it threats of wireless electrocution from
that such an occurrence was not g6- the deadly rotary gap, and then the
ing to be repeated.
five young fakirs dashed out through
This had happened two years ago a rear door into the darkness, taking
when Bob together with four fellow the ticket window receipts and the
amateurs had transported a collection greater part of their precious appaof crude home-made wireless appar- ratus with them. As they had provatus to a neighboring town and. after identially hitched up their team besetting it up in the village hall, had forehand, they successfully evaded
essayed to give a "Wireless Show" the clutches of the outraged citizens
in conjunction with one of tlw big and left everything behind them in a
dances held weekly in that village.
state of total wreck.
The mischievous youths had been
After a few preHminary difficulties
with overloaded fuses had been rem- inclined to be jubilant over their adedied, the show had progressed venture, but a few days afterwards
smoothly and given promise of prov- they each and all experienced certain
ing a huge success, the villagers exceedingly painful demonstrations
eagerly parting with a quarter for in the form of vigorous application
the privilege of looking at the rotary of hickory sticks wielded in the hands
gap with its blinding, shrieking spark. of indignant and wrathful pfcrenls
.And they had been further impressed called upon to answer for their offwhen they listened to the "Signals springs' scandalous actions. from Honolulu," which for some
This incident had served to dissipeculiar reason or another were heard pate their golden dgtams of a worldquite plainly in the series connection wide wireless exhlbitton business.
of discarded seventy-five ohm tele- But 'Lectricity Bob's wireless plant
phone receivers.
had continued to exist and, as time
Very sad to relate, just when the passed, he had steadily become more
success of the show was reaching its proficient in the radio art.
climax, a pair of thoroughly experiAnd now had come Bob's latest and
enced amateur station owners arrived greatest idea—an idea which would
on the scene and lost no time in dis- be productive of great and far-reachcovering that one of the youthful ing consequences if carried out. Inshowmen was stationed outside in the deed, it was such a weighty project
darkness, producing the "Signals from that all of Bob's former 'amazing
Honolulu" with the aid of a couple of schemes seemed to dwindle down to
batteries and a secretly wired muffled the slit of an atom with a hole
buzzer. The two amateurs had bored in it in comparison. It amountpromptly denounced the whole thing ed to nothing more nor less than a
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ludden de«i#ion to immediately pro- fortably in his rocking chair before
ture a goyernment radio license and the fire, preparatory to giving the
go to »ea at a commercial wireless pestiferous Bob a convincing lecture
on the respective merits of wireless
operator.
This ambitious plan, unlike the ma- operating and sheep ranching.
"Them there ships goes clear oola
jority of its predecessors, had not exactly jumped into his cerebelluin from sight of land sometimes," he began
nowhere; on the contrary, it had been impreesively, after puffing vigorously
gradually developing dnring the entire on the corncob for a few moment*.
three years of his amateur experi- "An' they have a tumble heft of wind
mentations. Even when he had as- an' storms too, 1 kin tell ye," he added
sambled his first little set on a soap- in a tone which suggested that he was
box in his bedroom he had thought replete with experience on the briny
of this enticing possibility, but had deep, although, as a matter of fact,
attempted to dismiss it from his mind all the ocean that he had ever seen
as something practically unattainable. in his life was that printed between
But the idea had refused to be dis- the covers of an "Alias of the World,"
missed and, in lime, grew into the which he had received gratis with a
conviction that he was really going subscription to a farmer's monthly
to become a commercial operator at paper, "Pumpkins for Profit."
some vague future date.
"Why, here jist a while back Mr.
Bob's acquirement of telegraphic F.zry Perkins wnz a-telin' me about
skill had not been rapid in any sense a storm that they had out on the
of the word. Silas had incessantly ocean once an' he was a sayin' as
called upon him for assistance in how the wind was so gol-durned
handling the steadily growing sheep strong thet a lot of the ships got
business and, for this reason, he had blewed clean oula the water!"
often been compelled to postpone his
"Well, what does ol' Perkins know
practicing and radio-researching for about it?" demanded Boh. "He never
long periods of time. Nevertheless, saw nothin' bigger'n a frog pond in
he had eventually attained a fair de- his whole life. He wouldn't know
gree of proficiency and one day he what the ocean was if he saw it."
surprised himself by making the
"You don't know what yon're
afore-mentioned decision that the a-talkin' about' young felkr," retorted
time was ripe for tackling the wire- Silas irritably. "Perkins hez told me
less game in earnest.
that a friend of one of hi« friends
Therefore, one i evening after the used to know a man thef saw the
supper dishes had been cleared away ocean with his own eyes un time an'
and all was at peace in the household^ that proves that Perkins knows what
Bob had cautiously broached the idea he's talkin' about, I reckon."
to bis father, who promptly expressed
"An' what's furthermore," he constrong disapproval.
tinued, before Bob had an opportunity
t."You'd better stay here in Hams- to make a reply, "a cooaiderabie
ville an' learn the sheep ranchin' biz- sprinklin' of them ships runs slaraness, 1 reckon," he tartly opined when bang into icebergs, or else they git
Bob attempted to show him the great shot in the keel by them tsrribul Gerdesirability of a wireless operator's man subberines, an' when they do—
career. "Shucks! You don't know well, it's 'Down goes McGinty tew
when you're well off, you don't," he the bottom of th' sea' 'fore you could
added with feeling, lighting his corn- jump outa bed an' git your pants on!''
Here Silas paused and expelled an
cob pipe and disposing himself comug
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rmrnense cloud of smoke *5 he strove in a couple of weeks and go to the
to recollect other terrifyting perils distant city of San Francisco, where
which confront those who are so he would attend the Marconi Wirereckless as to venture forth on the less Instruction School, preparatory
briny deep.
to taking an examination for a first"But the ships don't sink very often grade commercial license.
nowadays, Pa," demurred the deterThe startling news spread through
mined Bob.
the village like a prairie lire. Hams"They don't, hay! Well, you don't ville was shaken to its very foundaneed to get sunk mor'n about once tions. Many and diversified were the
to get drownded, I reckon!" retorted opinions which were aired in regard
Silas, disgusted at his son's ignor- to the latest scheme of Hamsvillc's
Edison. The congregation of grayance.
bearded
wiseacres at Henry Brown's
"But I kin swim," Bob reminded
Corner Grocery excitedly argued the
him.
matter from every side, and for a
"Swim! Where in th' Sara Hill are tune the store looked like the violent
you a-goin' to swim to? S'posin' you ward in a madhouse.
was sunk way out in the, middle of
The inhabitants of Hamsville had
the ocean, up'ards of forty miles from
land! What could ye do? You'd git never heard very much about wireet up by the whales afore you could less operators, but what little they
swim as fur as from here to th' wood- had heard had invariably consisted
shed! An' s'posin' you did manage principally of thrilling tales of heroic
to swim to some one of them de- deeds, and while they each and all
serted islawds out there! You'd only frankly admitted that 'Lcctricity Bob
git made into some cannibal's beef was an electrical wizard and a wireless wonder, yet the majority were
stew, anyway!"
inclined to be a little doubtful about
But Bob was not to be intimidated whether he would ever be able to
by the blood-curdling dangers thus qualify himself to lake a position so
pictured as awaiting him should he far exalted above common humanity
attempt a career on the ocean. On as that of a wireless operator on a
the contrary, he became, if anything, great ocean liner.
more eager to go than before, and
Everything was topsy-turvy at the
after many further arguments, covering a period of three weeks, Silas Morrison abode. Mrs. Morrison had
finally became disgusted and informed dropped everything and began packhis son that he could go ahead and ing up for her son's departure; Silas
make "whale-food'' out of himself, for was wandering around the place like
a lost soul, wondering what was goall of him.
ing to happen next; while Bob, who
Having persuaded his father to fall had promised to divide up the apin with his plan, Bob experienced no paratus comprising his famous wiredifficulty in also securing the permis- less plant among his four fellow radio
sion of his mother, for she always experimenters, was at present enfondly allowed him to do exactly as camped in the chicken house, battling
be liked so far as she was concerned. savagely in a determined attempt to
Having thus obtained the consent separate the various parts of his set.
of both his parents, Bob lost no time Since two by fours and twenty-penny
in informing his fonr brother ama- nails had been largely used when the
teors of the village that he was going various instruments were originally
to take his departure from HamsvtMe constructed, the task of dissembling
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the station was proving to be any- foot of Market Street, where he
stopped dead in his tracks and
thing but an easy one.
But eventually the last bottle-con- dropped his valise from a nerveless
denser and the last battery switch right hand as he stared with fear and
had been removed from the once trembling upon the unearthly scene
great plant; the last pair of socks had which unexpectedly greeted his rustic
been crammed into an almost burst- gaze.
Never before in his whole eighteen
ing suitcase; and one fine morning
almost the entire population of years of conscious existence had Bob
Hamsville might have been seen as- been in a town of any greater proporsembled in the Morrisons' front yard, tions than his native and beloved
whither they had come to say good- Hamsville, and he was now overbye and Godspeed to the brave young whelmingly astonished and dismayed
man who was about to leave their by the roaring. traffic-congested
midst and venture forth into the vast streets which confronted him. He
stood spellbound, gaping incredulously
unknown of the outside world.
After taking an affectionate leave at the unending strings of jerking,
of his mother, and shaking hands bumping street cars that went clangwith nearly every one present, Bob ing past, the innumerable automobiles
sprang into the spring wagon and and jitney buses swiftly threading
look his scat beside his father, who their way through the heavier traflic;
was to drive him to the nearest rail- and, above all, the great surging
throngs of human beings who went
way station, twenty miles away.
hurrying by, looking neither to right
Silas clucked to the horses, and
nor left, intent on nothing but their
our hero's journey cityward comown particular destination.
menced amid a chorus of "Goodbyes"
Although only six o'clock, a grimy
from the asemblcd crowd.
cloak of darkness was already beginCHAPTER II.
ning to envelop the city. Market
It was six o'clock in the evening, Street was a resplendent blaze of
two days later, when Bob arrived in light, while in every direction gorgeSan Francisco, the city which was to ously colored electric signs were
be the scene of his future projects and glowing and blinking as though composed of thousands of brilliant-hued
endeavors.
As the train had sped swiftly on captive stars.
Bob was deafened by the chorusing
towards the famous city of the Golden Gate, and the miles between our yells of dozens of leather-lunged hohero and Hamsville had steadily in- tel runners and baggage men, as well
creased in number, his at first tre- as by the shouting and screeching of
mendously high spirits had suffered innumerable ragged urchins and hida corresponding tapering off, and eous hunchbacks selling their newsnow, as he walked down the gang- papers. But all this local din seemed
plank of the Sausalito-San Francisco subdued and insignificant as comferry-boat, the dazzling possibilities pared to the mighty, sullen roar of
of his bold venture had all faded the great city which, to Bob's counaway, leaving him intimidated and tryficd ears, was as the voice of some
monster impatiently waiting to swaldisheartened.
His very small remaining amount low him up.
He picked up his valise and moved
of ciithusiasm suddenly took wings
unto itself and flew away when he forward uncertainly, becoming conreached the Ferry building exit at the fused and irritated by the numerous
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collisions occurring between himself he mentally agreed with himself that,
and various speeding commuters, who although he might now be safe from
fell all over Bob and his suitcase in the perils of the streets, nevertheless
their frantic endeavors to catch some his position was indeed a precarious
ferry-boat about to start on its trip one.
across the bay to Oakland.
After locking and bolting the door
After crossing the Embarcadero, he dragged a bureau across it for furour hero hesitatingly started up Mar- ther protection from the various vilket Street, but, before he had pro- lains by whom, according to the stategrcssed more than a couple of blocks, , ments of Silas, city hotels are invarihis terror of his strange surroundings ably infested. Having thus reduced
had increased to such a point that he the possibility of an invasion to a
again came to a halt, not daring to minimum, he began to prepare for
move an inch further. As he stood bed.
looking about him helplessly, his
Fifteen minutes later he was fast
eyes chanced to be attracted by an asleep, with his pocketbook and dolelectric sign of a comparatively mod- lar watch carefully concealed beneath
est type on the opposite side of the his pillow and his valise safely moored
street, which was intermittently flash- nearby by means of a piece of string
ing out the words "SUNSET HO- attached to his toe.
**»»•*
TEL. ROOMS 50 CENTS."
To (he thoroughly frightened Bob
We will not bore the reader by atthe sign seemed to be blinking a tempting to portray the countless diffriendly welcome as though it was ficulties which our hero encountered
desirous of offering him protection during the first few days following
from the dreadful dangers by which his arrival in the city. It will suffice
he imagined himself surrounded. to say that he ultimately succeeded
With a gasp of relief, he pickedi up in locating the offices of the local
his grip and made his way towards wireless company and was duly enthe sign. Upon reaching the hotel rolled as a member of the instruction
entrance beneath the sign he again school.
paused dubiously for a moment. Then,
Bob rapidly became accustomed to
mustering up all the courage he could his new suroundings and his countricommand, he marched into the lobby. fied mannerisms, which were, at first,
After being persuaded by the as- productive of huge amusement
tonished clerk that it was positively amongst his fellow students, soon
necessary for him to place his signa- commenced to disappear. He also
ture in the big book on the counter, became able to scoot across a busy
and next undergoing a hair-raising thoroughfare without having several
journey skyward in an elevator which hairbreadth escapes from being run
left him with his knees shaking and down by an automobile or street car,
his heart in his mouth, Bob finally which was a great improvement over
came to anchor in a plain but clean his first day in the city when he exlittle room facing an inner court.
perienced not less than three dozen
Before retiring he opened the sin- narrow escapes from meeting an ungle window of the room and gloomily timely death at the hands, or rather
contemplated the immense distance at the wheels, of sundry wicked chaufthat he was going to have to either feurs and street car motormen.
fall or jump in the event of a fire or
In the course of time he learned
earthquake occurring. And as he the way out to the ocean beach, and
considered these fearful possibilities it became his favorite pastime on
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Sunday afternoon to recline comfort- shrce such a delay would have a disably in the warm sand at the sea- astrous effect on his limited and fast
shore and dreamily contemplate the diminishing funds. This probably
mighty ocean which lay before him. would not have particularly disturbed
And he experienced in fullest measure his peace of mind but for his knowlthe thrilling, soul-stirring call of the eflge of the fact that his father would
deep as he gazed upon the vast ex- rerbsc to replenish the aforesaid
panse of gently heaving water which funds when they were exhausted.
stretched on and on to the horizon, Silas had vehemently declared himwhere it met the sky in a perpetual ,setf to that effect before Bob had
taken his departure from HamsvilV*.
kiss.
Sometimes he saw the swift ocean
Bob strove with might and main
greyhounds, leaving their long, grace- to figure out some way of determinful trails of smoke behind as they ing positively whether or not he
steadily forged ahead towards and could pass the government examinabeyond the horizon. And his heart tion, but while our hero's mental powwould beat faster when he saw them, ers were admittedly marvellous along
for he realized that possibly he him- electrical and radio lines at least, they
self might some day be on one of seemed quite incapable of successthose wonderful ships and journey fully coping with the type of diffiwestward to strange lands far across culty now at hand. In fact, the harder
the seas.
he thought, and the more he plotted
The days at the wireless school and schemed, the more impossible of
passed swiftly, and Bob, who applied solution did the vexing problem aphimself more assiduously to the prac- pear to be. He was offered much
tice tables than any of his fellow stu- conflicting advice by his fellow students, was beginning to show the dents, which only left him more permakings of a really expert operator. plexed than before. He took several
In fact, he made such great progress "test examinations" from the instructthat, after he had attended the school or of the school, which he passed
for only four weeks, he began to seri- easily—so easily that he was conously consider attempting the govern- vinced that they were not equal to
ment examination for a commercial the genuine, although the instructor
first-grade license. Although he daily stubbornly insisted they were.
felt more certain that he was suffiIn the course of a few days the
ciently prepared, yet he kept postpon- exasperating matter had assumed the
ing the attempt, fearing that by some proportions of a mountain, in Bob's
possible mischance he might fail to estimation, and he went about with
pass the tests.
a most lugubrious expression on his
The distressing thought Bob had usually smiling countenance. He beof possibly failing to pass the exam- came taciturn and even began to lose
ination was one which he felt must in weight, so unceasingly did he
be, in some mannefi removed. Were brood over his immense trouble.
he to fail hi his first attempt to secure
Being in this somewhat disturbed
a license he would be compelled to mental condition, it was really small
wait three long months before he wonder that he lent an attentive ear
would be eligible for a second trial, to a certain preposterous scheme
according to the goverrtfnent rules. which was solemnly suggested to him
New, Bob could not for a moment by some of his mischievous fellow
entertain the idea of waiting an addi- students as offering him a way out of
tional three months for his license, his difficulty. The youths had jok-
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ingly hatched up the scheme between finds the textbooks tedious and uninthemselves, but, nevertheless, they teresting. An evening course at a
informed the credulous Bob with the practical school where the most modutmost gravity that it was a modus ern apparatus is in actual use is the
oferandi that had been well tested by only reasonable method of acquiring
time and invariably found successful, an elementary knowledge of the subalthough requiring a little nerve. But ject. The element of mystery gradthe idea was so far-fetched and ex- ually disappears, the layman's mind
tremely ridiculous that Bob, although grows clearer on all electrical phereally greatly impressed, pretended to , nomena and finally at the end of two
scoff at it.
or three months the story of this
That evening, in the privacy of his wonderful achievement of modern
room, he thought the matter over at science is told and the hitherto mysgreat length. He admitted to him- tified business man has been transself that the thing looked a little dubi- formed into an expert operator with
ous, but he recollected the serious a Government certificate for skill and
manner in which his fellows had competence. If he has no inclination
tendered him the suggestion and the to use his knowledge professionally
earnestness with which they had as- the license may be framed and hung
sured him that the scheme had been on the wall. His friends will realize
found "O K." He also recollected that he has an additional store of
that when he had asked them why valuable knowledge and that he is
they did not make use of the scheme master of the seventh wonder of the
themselves, they had unanimously declared they would do so, only they modern world. On the other hand,
lacked the nerve to carry out the plan. the holder of a certificate can find
employment as operator on one of
After considerable deliberation the thousand of magnificent steamBob finally decided that he would ships plying the ocean, and is offered
attempt to carry out the scheme on the facilities for travel and enjoyment
the following morning. It should be not otherwise possible. When the
distinctly understood, however, that ship is docked the operator's time is
had he been in a less mentally upset his own. He may go and come when
state, caused by continued worrying, he pleases, thus enabling him to make
he would never have made such an interesting excursions inland and to
insane decision.
points of interest in the foreign coun(To he concluded in May issue)
tries visited while the freedom from
care and overwork, so prominent in
every other form of employment, is
AN UNEXPLOITED FIELD
absent. All this can be done and
To the city business man, the coun- more by a short course in the San
try worker, the automobile mechanic Francisco Wireless School, 333 New
and almost every one not actually Call Building, San F'rancisco, where
connected with the art, the wireless everything possible is done for the
telegraph is the most mysterious of benefit of the students. By attendall modern inventions. Books on the ing the evening class from 7 to 9
suBject can be bought and the math- p. m, for a moderate fee proficiency
ematical problems studied, but still is quickly attained, wireless becomes
the mind of the student is hazy and your hobby and you have an added inthe secrets do not seem to unfold terest in life.—Advt.
themselves as one might expect, and
the busy man who reads for leisure
Why not subscribe now?
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A STOUT WIRELESS
SECRET SERVICE AGENTS
(From the S. F. Examiner)
MISLED
E. A. Christenson yesterday receivIt is not easy to shut the European
War from our minds; it is constantly ed the following telegram from Capt.
brought before us that this wholesale Charles B. Foster, who took the
slaughtering is still going on. Here wrecker Greenwood down to salve the
is one incident that does not allow us Raymond, ashore eight miles south
of Point Sur Light; "Arrived five
to forget it.
In San Francisco, 365 feet high, 600 forty P. M., Feb. 28. Laying moorfeet long, three bright copper wires ings. Raymond is on rocky beach.
hung in graceful curve between two Rudder and rudderpost arc gone.
high buildings. A lead terminated in There are holes in bottom along starthe German Democrat Building. Aha! board side. Weather clear. EveryGERMAN Demokrat! Local Federal thing looks favorable.''
It will be noted that the above mesauthorities were immediately notified,
with the result that secret service sage came by telegram and not by
men were quickly dispatched on what wireless. It seems that Capt. Whiteapeared to be a real exciting case. law, respectfully known as the "Bay
Yes, there they were, the three aerial Coroner," and owner of the Greenwires, well insulated from the build- wood, recently purchased a wireless
ings to which they were fastened and outfit for $500, which he had installed
with a lead in thru the German Dem- on the Greenwood.
Later developments showed that the
okrat Building. So that was how the
news came from Germany and went outfit was a condemned Navy outfit
out to various German raiders! In- which had been sold at public aucvestigation was in order; with revolv- tion for $10. Then, when they tried
ers loaded and in a tense condition of to use it the outfit made so much
mind the men entered the building aerial commotion with static waves
and knocked cautiously at the door of that it interfered with regular commercial work.
the German news pirate—maybe!
So the wireless inspectors took a
"How do you do?" said Mr. Moorhead of the Moorhead Laboratories. hand and ordered that the outfit be
"Come in. What can I do for you?" fixed or remain silent. Yesterday on
After a bit of explanation Mr. the floor of the Merchants Exchange
Moorhead convinced the "gum-shoe Captain Whitelaw made the following
men" that there was no cause for excuse:
"The wireless outfit was so poweralarm, as he had just erected the
antenna for testing out his Electron ful that the Navy Department orRelay Tubes. The "gum-shoe men" dered me not to use it. When the
Greenwood reached the scene of the
retreated in disorder.
An interesting incident is connect- Raymond wreck it was under the lee
ed with the erection of this aerial. of the high rock at Point Sur and
Mrs, Moorhead was at the time stand- the wireless messages could not
ing on the roof of the Call Building. dodge around a corner. So the outfit
A crowd of spectators gathered and could not be used."
rumors went around that everybody
was waiting for the beautiful young STEALING YOUR OWN AERIAL
About three months ago Howard A.
lady to walk from the Call Building
to the German Demokrat Building. Cookson, a wireless experimenter, obAfter a few hours of impatient wait- tained permission to put a wife for
ing the crowd dispersed quite disap- an aerial on the Chancellor Hotel in
San Francisco. As he was working
pointed.
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for the telephone company at the lime
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMIThe tohl the owner of the building that
TING
the wire was for telephone use. That
During the month of January, the
was fine enough; Cookson ran the station 6 E A at Los Angeles was in
wire from the Chancellor over to the direct communication with the station
hotel in which he was living.
9 Z F at Denver, Colorado (850 miles),
Lately, however, Cookson moved and with 7 Z N at Vancouver, Washand decided that owing to the "High ington (875 miles).
The following long distance stations
Cost of Copper" he would lake the
aerial with him. Accordingly he call- heard and copied station 6 E A in the
ed at the Chancellor Hotel again and month of January:
WRD (Str. D. G. Scofield) 20
found a new- owner whom he asked
"to take a telephone wire off the miles north of Seattle at Point Wells
roof." The new owner demanded a (approximately 1,080 miles).
7DJ (Hoquiani, Washington), 975
permit from him which, of course,
Cookson could not show. Cookson miles.
K1Y (Colorado Springs, Colorameditated. One evening some time
later he and a friend casually saunt- do), 850 miles.
7LF)
ered into the lobby of the Chancellor
7AF) (Portland, Oregon), 850
in their "fish" clothes (full dress)
7DQ)
miles.
anil after smoking a couple of good
7PD)
cigars took the elevator to the tenth
floor. They then walked up six
stories to the roof, where Cookson THREE GERMAN RADIO STATIONS ON PACIFIC COAST
snipped off the aerial which he later
pulled in from his own hotel.
That there are three wireless stations being operated by German Army
Officers along the lower California
coast, and that German officers in
clothes of civilians arc making their
headquarters at Tia Juana, Mexico,
a few miles south of San Diego, California, was the substance of a report
made on March second by Don Stewart, city treasurer and senior officer
of the naval militia.
SNIP, SNIP
PIONEER RADIO OPERATOR
NOW RADIO INSPECTOR
Harold D. Hayes, who has temporarily been filling the office of Assistant Radio Inspector in San Francisco,
was recently permanently appointed
Assistant Radio Inspector of the local
district. For a time he was director
of tile wireless school in the Y. M.
C. A. at Los Anjelcs and prior to
that time he served at sea as operator
on the turbiher Harvard.

WHAT DOES YOUR PRIVATE
AMATEUR SET LOOK LIKE?
If you have a good photo of your
amateur station and you would like
other amateurs to see it, send it, together with a complete description, to
the editor of the Pacific Radio News.
We arc inaugurating a new department and several photos and descriptions of stations will be published in
the next issue. If you haven't a photo
why not take one? Send it in and see
how your station compares with that
of the other fellow's.
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Tke Electron Relay

By O. B.
During the month of April in the
year 1915, two local men, one a glassblower, the other an ardent follower
of the radio art, prepared a rival for
the Audion, with its attending gaseous
medium and all the idiosyncrasy that
went with it.
It was in the latter part of March
of the above mentioned year that the
humble writer of this article had a
vision of a device more sensitive than
the Audion and which could be sold
without having the usual strings attached commonly known as R. J. 4
sets. A mental conception ot a device which could be shipped unsealed
and guaranteed to operate at least live
dollars' worth and his responsibility
not cease when he dropped it into
the nearest mail box, a dream ol a
device within the reach of all, even
the poorest amateur, was this vision.
The writer took this vision in the
form of a model of excellence to the
aforementioned glassblower and after
several weeks of their comntned efforts the Electron Relay type of tube
resulted.
This tube was successful in bringing
the sacred Audion to terms as even
that exalted device can now be obtained without the purchase of the
"little red box". We arc to be everlastingly thanked by the appreciative
amateur and even some commercial
companies for this service, for we
even were successful in perfecting a
device that exceeded the Audion in
sensitiveness and condemned the gaseous medium and Hudson filament
bulb to the happy hunting grounds of
good but obsolete wireless instruments.
De Forest with great foresight perceived the handwriting on the wall
and a few months after the appearance
of the Electron Relay bronght suit
against us, claiming infringement of

Moorhead
numerous patents and claims. In his
complaint he included several people
that had never heard of an Audion.
He then proceeded to bring out a
longer tube, an Electron Relay, under
the name of Tubular Audion using our
familiar aluminum plate, copper grid
and stream line filament. And lastly,
Dc Forest has applied for a patent,
claiming the cylindrical plate, helical
grid and stream line filament as his
own invention!
This, dear reader, is overstepping
the bounds of legerdemain that even
the lax radio patent situation permits,
and I protest. Could two people evolve
the idea of using aluminum plates ana
copper helical grids when no theory
exists that explains their peculiar suitability except the rather unknown and
unapplied theory of photo electric
phenomena? I would say that it is
highly improbable. We selected these
metals from the clcctro-chemical series because they were eighteen metals
apart and in line from the tungsten
filament and also because we could
procure these metals with ease on the
Pacific Coast. Again, the advent ol
the Tubular Audion was several
mouths behind the first appearance of
the Electron Relay. Even if the Electron Relay did infringe on the De Forest gaseous medium patents, we
should have been at least credited with
an improvement on the old Audion.
This improvement is so great that
one is inclined to think that the mode
of operation is entirely different.
I do not claim that the Audion that
De Forest manufactures at the present time differs greatly from the
Electron Relay. It does not, because. since the appearance of the
Electron Relay De Forest has increased the vacuua in his bulbs to a
point where the gaseous medium
plays no essential part in the opera-
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tion of the detector but is rather a the gas. This glow varies in color
drawback. If De Forest built the with different bulbs even as dots the
type of bulb protected by his patents sensitiveness of the device. Now
and exhausted to one thousandth part lake an Electron Relay and hold the
of an atmosphere the average life of terminal of the grid to the coil and
the device wouM be forty hours. But yon -will not perceive the glow; that
he does not do this, be eKhausts his is because there is no gas present.
bulbs to one-terenty-fifth of a milH- When a tube does show even the
meter and the gaseous medium, which slightest trace of color the tube is
he sets forth at great length in his invuriably very insensitive. Furtherpatents, is no longer essential bwt on more test an Electron Relay against
the contrary is detrimental to the a sensitive gaseous medium Audion
action of the bulb. The evacuation of and note the difference in sensitivethe F.Iectron Relay is carried on to ness and the wide range of "B" batan even higher point and we strive tery over which the Electron Relay
to remove the residual gases com- will operate. This is due to an enpletely and depend upon the elec- tirely different mode of operation
tronic emission from the tungsten fil- which is basic in its action.
ament modified by a variation of the
At the present time Dc Forest mangrid potential for the operation of the ufactures the Electron Relay under
tube. In the Dc Forest Bulb the the name of Tubular Audion and
modification of the internal action by evacuates the bulbs to a high degree
ionizatkm of the intervening gas for power generation on small teleatoms is depended on for the success- phone sets. We did this some time
ful operation.
ago and De Forest certainly cannot
From the above you may see that claim that there is a gaseous medium
the word "Audion" when applied to in this purely Electron operated dethe vacuum detectors now being man- vice, yet he asserts that we infringe
ufactured is a misleading one, for his Bunsen burner and gaseous mediwhen we eliminate the gaseous medi- um patents.
um we have also left the phenomena
Dc Forest now claims that the deof audible ions thereby making the gree of vacuua in his bulbs is comword "Audion" a name of a device parable to one twenty-fifth of a millimanufuctured in the past. As soon as meter but that does not disclose any
the gaseous medium is deserted we important facts as the vacuua may fall
separate ourselves from all the trou- after .the bulb is removed from the
bles of producing the desired result.
pumps and used for a certain length
We can, with a fair degree of cer- of time and this is bound to happen
tainty, reproduce Electron Relays in unless efforts are made to remove the
any number that will all possess the gases occluded in the metals during
same operating characteristics. This exhaustion. In the manufacture of
cannot be done with the nickel cle- the Electron Relay exhaustion is carment Audion as any user can testify. ried on to one millionth of a milliA very simple test may be made as meUr and every precaution is taken
follows to show the decided differ- to remove the slightest tracts of reence in the two devices. Take a real sidual gas. We have perfected « deDe Forost Audion that actually con- vice that employs the electronic esUptains a sensitive gaseous medium and aion and it would be no more thSb
hold a terminal of the grid or plate jnat that Dt Forest cohere teJn'S "erJ
to one terminal of a spark coil. No- iginal mode of mannfatthre, using a
tice the beautiful luminous glow in- vacuua not high enough to remove
side the bulb due to the presence of
(Continned on page 183)
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IT'S BEST TO BE A DRY LAND SAILOR AFTER ALL

To sea I'll ro as "wireless,"
Of which I've heard romantic lore;
1 11 work all kinds of distances.
As they have never heard before.
I'll save the life of some rich maid.
When with distress our ship will
meet;
My name all o'er the world will
spread;
I'll wed her for this wond'rous feat.
To my appointed job 1 went,
Arriving with most pompous pride,
For was I not on venture bent
If fate should thus for me decide?
r

BUT—

*

'

Was that my ship, to me assigned?
That hulk with lumber to the rail?
I did not think that was the kind
Upon which wealthy maids would
sail.
My spirits low, we sailed the sea,
My thoughts went back to home,
sweet home,
As couplers, helix, chair, and key
In tumult fell upon my dome.
When we arrived at our home port
They asked me if I would remain;
I gave the Captain my report,
"No. Sir." said I. "Never, never
again.''

qsi?
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MARCONI COMPANY VACATES
OLD QUARTERS
The main offices of the Pacilic
Coast Division of the Marconi Wireless Telcsraph Company of America
mi San Francisco, and formerly located
in the Merchants Kxchange Building
of that city, arc now located in smaller nnarlers in the Insurance Exchange
Building.
The construction department has
also been moved from 50 Main street
to 109 Sleuart street, San Francisco.
This location has been selected as an
ideal one owing to its close proximity
to the water front and allows the construction gang to rush supplies to
ships in a very short time in case of
emergency need.
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Send your dollar to 50 Main St..
.nid Pacilic Radio News will do the
rest.
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HEARD OVER THE AIR
1st Ham—What's the difference between a wireless pole and a dog in
the iec box?
2nd Ham Dunno.
1st Ham—The difference is in the
pronuneiafion, one is per-pendic-ti-lar
while the other is perp-en-di enlar.
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THE CHARGE OF THE HAM
BRIGADE
Half an inch, half an inch.
Half a K, and onward.
Those are the sparks they hear
lip on "six hundred".
< Mi! What a noise we've made.
Oh! l or a rest, they've said.
Seems all the hams have strayed
Hp on "six hundred".
Sparks to the right of them.
Gaps to the left of them.
("oils to the front of them.
Volleyed and thundered.
Seems from the hour of eight,
Ml commercial bix must wait.
Small boys and ships sedate,
All on "six hundred".
Why docs their hair turn gray,
Grouchy from day to day,
\\ ishing all hams would stay.
Down on "two hundred".
Oh! how they fume and rage,
If they only were of age,
Oh! what a war they wage,
, Hp on "six hundred".
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By the
The fourth issue of "PACIFIC
RADIO NEWS" appears. Letters of
praise have reached us, in truth, from
the four quarters of the globe comniendiug us for the fruit of our efforts. Here is the April issue. It
brings to you, whether you arc a subscriber, a casual reader, an advertiser,
or an interested layman, an appeal;
the earnestness of which we cannot
impress too strongly. We appeal to
you for criticisms—harsh, cold, matter-of-fact criticisms. We appeal particularly to those who have not as
yet subscribed to our magazine. Our
ultimate success depends upon our
knowing the opinions of those who
read our magazine. We entreat you
to write us, a letter telling us what
you disapprove of in "PACIFIC
RADIO NEWS." Treat this editorial as you would a verbal appeal
from one in dire need. Would you
deny a starving man food? We arc
starving from lack of criticisms from
non-subscribers—men who throw
aside our little publication with a
feeling of dissatisfaction and disinterest. We need their opinions, their
reasons for their dissatisfaction and
their suggestions for improvement.
How small a matter it would he to
spend a few moments to fulfill our
request—and how much we would
appreciate it. The idea brought to
us in one letter might mean our final
and established success—and that letter might be YOURS. "PACIFIC
RADIO NEWS" will never forget
YOU. Believe us when we say that
the lime you spend to write a few
good, befitting criticisms will never
be termed as wasted. Time will prove
this statement.

A L

Editor
It lias been brought to our attention that the columns of "Pacific
Radio News" do not contain enough
news for the amateur radio operator
and experimenter. While it lias been
our intention for some time to devote
more space to the amateurs' viewpoint and interest we have been unable to carry out our plans on account
of the large amount of other interesting news at hand. In this issue we
have, made a few changes, and with
them comes the section for the amateurs exclusively. We intend to publish photographs and descriptions of
anialeur stations every month. We
wish to have it undcrslood that this
section is not only for the amateurs
who own powerful and costly stations. but also for those who have
smaller stations. It is often found
that the smaller radio installations do
much more efficient work than the
larger and more powerful contemporaries. If you would like to see
your station pictured in "Pacific
Radio News" take a few good, clear
photographs of it and write a short
but complete description of the apparatus and send if to the editor. If
you do not care to send in any photographs or if it is not convenient for
yon to lake them at present you might
send in some little news items or
articles about sonic points in the operation or construction of your set
which might prove valuable to your
"brolber" amateurs.
From the standpoint of the radio
experimenter and amateur radio operator "War IS
" and Sherman's
oft-quoted statement certainly can
bear repetition here. What can one
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do when one must have No. 20 double merly an enthusiast in wireless telesilk covered wire and cannot buy it graphing. Whereas he once used
at any price? In San Francisco it is sheet brass to make his tuner's
impossible to buy that particular size sliding contact he is now using it to
and type of wire at $10 per pound. help Germans make a sliding contact
It is simply impossible to get it. Not with the ground. Whereas he once
only in that size either; there is a used copper wire aerials for catching
scarcity of other sizes as well. Cop- messages, he has now fallen to a
per has advanced slightly more than lower plane, where he strings barbed
100% in base price during the past wire "antennae" for catchin'g Teutwo years. That, of course, applies to tons.
sizes in wire which are available.
Well, it seems that all of humanity
Other materials which arc used so has sunken to a lower plane. Rather
extensively in the making of wireless than have peace, men hunger for war,
apparatus have also gone up about on paying outrageously high prices for
an average of 100% in price. This war materials, a great part being the
applies to sheet brass, aluminum, brass and capper we are trying to
zinc, copper and the same metals in buy for our apparatus at fair prices.
the form of rods, tubes, etc. And Yes, "War is
."
WHY? Oh! WHY? Must we not
supply the English and French with FIRST DANCE OF RADIO OPERgood copper and brass cartridge
ATORS IN THE WORLD HELD
shells? For otherwise how could
IN SAN FRANCISCO
they shoot soldiers? Must not the
San Francisco bears the distinction
Allies have perfectly good copper that it was the first city in the world
wire for their wirclcs stations, their to have a Radio Operators' Dance
held telegraph lines and electrical and the San Francisco Radio Club
war apparatus so that they can com- bears the distinction of being the first
municate the positions of thousands radio organization to give a Radio
of strong, able-bodied men, and then Operators' Dance.
knowing their position murder and
The evening of the 23rd of Februmassacre them? You see, in this war ary was set for the dance which was
there is no such a word as HONOR. held at the hall of the San Francisco
But wait—yes, there is; it has a dif- Radio Club. There were about thirty
ferent meaning, tho. Don't you see couple present; just about the right
that HONOR is what they are all number for the size of the hall. The
fighting for? Hasn't Micky Flanni- music was by the club orchestra. Mr.
gan, who was engaged in farming C. P. Altland, piano; Mr. N. Heuter,
near Dublin, and who never was both- violin; Mr. C. Hidden, rtute, and Mr.
ered by the worries of the outside Niclson, drums, were the constituents
world before the war, got to uphold of the orchestra that made the evethe HONOR of the great demi-god ning of dancing a pleasant one.
who sits in the carved chair in LonAn innovation in the form of punch
don? And Hans Schmidt of Thurin- was served by Mr. C. M. Heaney and
gen, Germany. Didn't he hear of was declared to be 100% alcohol. It
the crown prince of Austria, or some- was called Radio Punch.
thing like that, once, when he was a
The dance programs were original
boy? Well, of course he must up- inasmuch as they were "hand made"
hold this nobleman's HONOR, too, so to speak. One of the club memjust like thousands of other poor un- bers had made a drawing of an anfortunates are doing. Oh! and Gor- tenna into which the lettering was
don Wilson of Kent! He was for(Continued on Page 177)
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A COMPRESSED AIR SPARK GAP
Efficient, and Low in Cost
The everlasting problem confronting tlic amateur is the efficiency of
his transmitter. Many amateurs do
not realize the importance of a properly designed and efficient spark gap
in (he sending circuit, especially those
who use sixty cycle alternating current. Although the rotary spark discharger represents a decided step in
advance of the old straight gap, the
straight gap. if the medium in which
it operates is changed in pressure, will
prove far more efficient than the rotary gap. The factor neglected in the
ordinary straight gap is the pressure
of the medium in which the spark
takes place, namely, the air. It seems
to be taken for granted that the air
at the ordinary pressure of about fifteen pounds to the square inch is the
ideal pressure for the operation of a
spark gap. This is not so. Both by
actual tests and in practical use it has
been proven that air under a pressure
of from twenty to forty pounds per
square inch is markedly more efficient
than even a rotary spark discharger
or a quenched gap when used on a
sixty cycle current (primary). If the
amateur can forget the beautiful (?)
tone produced by his rotary gap and
P'-t the highest efficiency of his transmitter lirst in his mind he will be sat-

isfied with the tone of a sixty cycle
straight spark using a compressed air
spark gap as described in this article.
In order to gain extreme simplicity
in the construction of this spark gap
and to cut cost, it is described using
such materials which arc easily obtained and not of much value. The
first thing is to procure a glass jar
with a screw top. This jar must be as
thick as possible in order to withstand a good air pressure. The screw
top should be of such a type that it
will by the use of a rubber gasket
be absolutely airtight. A jar about
three inches in diameter or about
three inches square by four inches is
a good size to use. As a rule a Mason
jar is not quite satisfactory inasmuch
as the top is usually made of zinc
which is so soft that it will be forced
out of position by the inside air pressure. If a sheet iron top can be found
to (it a Mason jar it will be satisfactory.
The lirst operation Is to drill or
grind a hole in the center of the bottom of the jar. To those never having tried to drill into glass this may
seem rather difficult. It is not, however, if properly done. The quickest
way is to use a small triangular file
the size of the hole wanted. The file
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is gripped in the jaws of an ordinary in this article to adjust the gap overbrace, as if it was a hit, and used in comes the difficulty and gives a wider
the same manner. To procure a sharp adjustment of any compressed air gap
edge the end of the file is broken off on the market today. The drawing
and from time to time as the drilling
progresses the tile may be broken
rwT
%
again to insure a sharp edge at all
mncs.
/I
y
times. Turpentine is used to lubricate the drilling and the glass powder &
II
t
\
I
mk
mixing with the turpentine seems to
form a paste which aids the cutting
power of the file. The hole should
be of such a size to admit a threaded clearly shows the idea. A nut, which
brass rod. A three-sixteenths inch fits the thread on the brass rod fastrod threaded with a ten-twenty-four ened to the bottom of the jar, carries
die is a good size to use. This rod the electrode at the end of a U-shaped
supports one of the electrodes of the arm. A weight, preferably of lead, is
gap and is fastened in position with soldered or fastened with a screw to
two nuts and two fibre washers as the bottom of the U arm. This weight
shown in the sectional drawing. It will tend to hang down while the
is well to use a little thick shellac whole jar is rotated, thus either windto make the joint between the fibre ing up or unwinding the nut on the
washers and the glass airtight. The threaded rod until the gap is adjusted
screw top is the next point to con- to suit the amateur's needs. It is
sider. This metal top supports both worth the while to use silver electhe brass rod for the other electrode trodes. Dimes make good ones.
of the gap and the air valve. The air These are both efficient from a standcheck valve is of the bicycle type. It point of electrical efficiency and bemay be procured from an old bicycle cause they rapidly conduct away any
tire or motorcycle tube. After clean- heat generated at the point where the
ing all the old rubber away from spark jumps. Silver electrodes also
around the base of the valve and re- do not leave any deposit in the inside
moving the valve inside (use the tip of the jar during operation as zinc,
of the valve cap for doing this) drill for example, would do.
or punch a hole in the screw top and
In the use of this gap great care
solder the valve in place. Great care
should be taken to prevent any air must he taken not to pump too much
bubbles from forming in the solder air into the jar. It cannot be emphaaround the valve otherwise the jar" sized to strongly that the explosion
will leak at this point. As seen in of a glass jar would be an accident
the drawing the valve is placed a of an exceedingly dangerous nature.
little to one side of the center, then It might be well to construct a woodthe rod supporting an electrode is sol- en case for a gap of this kind with a
heavy glass sight to permit of easy
dered to the top in the center.
adjustment and to facilitate observThe last point to consider is the ance of the gap in action.
mechanism for adjusting the gap. A
little thought will show that any
CAN'T YOU AFFORD IT?
method of adjustment which is operaIf you cannot afford to send us your
ted from outside the gap directly is
impractical since the jar cannot then dollar, spend a dime each month for
be made airtight. The idea described ■P.R.N."
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Privately Owned Stations

of Distinction

AMATEUR STATION OF HARVEY L. GAMER AND WILBUR L. GAMER
The accompanying photographs
show the station of Harvey L. and
Wilbur L. Gainer of 502.1 Cuming St..
Omaha, Nebraska. The receiver is
an undamped wave type and the stations O U I (Hanover, Germany),
P. O. 7. ( Nauen, Germany), and K
11. L. (Honolulu, T. H.), are easily
read.
The Tuekerlon station (W G G)
when using their Goldschraidt Alternator comes in so loud that wax rec-

ords have been made on the special
recorder, shown in the photograph.
The amplification feature is obtained
by the use of inductances and capacity
in the wing circuit of an Audio Tron,
then a further amplilication with two
ordinary Audions and their respective
coils and circuits as well as a microphone arrangement leading to the recording machine.
The station tunes to waves as long
as 15,000 meters.

STATION OF HOWARD A. COOKSON IN SAN FRANCISCO
We print herewith from the photograph of Howard A. Cookson's amateur radio installation The receiver
is arranged to receive both undamped
and damped oscillations. The largest
cabinet is a Radio Apparatus Company's one step amplifier set. The
smaller cabinet is one made by the
llaller Cunningham Electric Company, and has two tubes and two B
batteries. The large cabinet tunes as
high as 10,000 meters with the aid

of loading coils. Three tube detectors are used for the amplification of
the oscillations received by the first
bulb. Mr. Cookson says that the intensity of the signals received at the
first bulb are amplified 100 times at
the third amplification. The aerial
used is 45 feet high and 450 feet long
Some of the work this station has
done follows. Using the undamped
wave receiver Nauen and Elvise, Germany, and Tuckcrton and Sayville,
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have been easily copied.
On the
damped wave receiver the following
stations have been heard: Guantanamo. Cuba I\ A Wl: Colon, Panama ( N' A X); Key West, Florida
(N A R); Arlington. Virginia (X A
AI; Choshi. Japan (J C O, and S. S.
Standard Arrow I K S V). 2300 miles
west of Honolulu (4000 miles from
San Francisco). During the Washington's Birthday amateur relay from
Xew York the message was copied
directly from Denver. Colorado
(*> /, F): Dallas, Texas (5 D U I. and
Phoenix. Ariona (6 D Ml.
RELAY TEST MESSAGES
All relay test messages sent out by
Seefred Brothers (6E.M will be sent
out at 10:15 p. m. instead of 8:15 p. m.
and every Thursday and Sunday night
hereafter. It was found that at 8:15
p. m. there has been entirely too
much "QRM" for these tests This
applies to all relay stations appointed
on Trunk Lines "B" and "F".
ARMY TRANSPORT SAILS
WELL EQUIPPED
The U. S. Army Transport Sheridan for the first time in history has
left San Francisco well equipped for
receiving distant stations, It has
been long known amongst amateur
and commercial operators that, altho
at times long distances have been
covered by the various U. S. Army
Transports on the Pacific, as a general thing their service is maintained
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with difficulty, the difficulty usually
being due to interference, together
with only mcdiumly sensitive and
selective receiving apparatus which
these ships heretofore carried.
It is a well-known fact that the
bulb and tube detectors, such as the
Audion. Electron Relay, Audio Tron,
etc., when used in the receiving circuit provide a means of tuning unsurpassed by any other known detector. in addition to the increased
sensitiveness of these detectors. The
Sheridan sailed on March 5th for the
Philippine Islands equipped with a
Moorhcad Receiving Set which, of
course, included an Electron Relay
detector. There is no doubt that the
radio service of the U. S. A. T. on
the Pacific will be decidedly more
efficient. The Sherman has also been
equipped with a Moorhcad installation, and between the two ships communication will probably be carried
on when they arc upwards of 5,000
miles distant from one another; in
fact, stations were copied within a
radius of 6,(XX) miles.
The apparatus was constructed by
U.K. Sprado of the Moorhcad Laboratories.
It will be interesting to
"listen in" and observe the improvement in the efficiency of these ship
stations.
THE TALK OF THE TOWN
Is the man who represents the "Pacific Radio News". Me is turning his
spare lime into dollars, is receiving
a beneficial education and is working
toward the mutual interest of both
himself and the publisher.
The commission that our representatives receive is very liberal and as
we need a representative in every city
and town in the United States, we request that you write at once for full
details. Get busy now; don't let the
other fellow beat you to it.

*
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ORGANIZATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO RADIO CLUB
At the last meeting: ot the San
Francisco Radio Club, held on March
2nd. it was decided to have a meeting
on a Monday in order to settle the
differences of opinion as to which
evening, Friday or Monday, was the
most suitable for meetings. Further
business transacted was that regarding the initiation fee for new members. It was the general opinion that
$2,50 was too high an initiation fee,
so it was decided to lower it to $1.00
for a period of thirty days with the
option of extending the time limit to
sixty days if the lower fee brought in
more members. The matter of club
pins was again left over for the next
meeting.
The club's radio installation has
made rapid progress during the past
month. A 400 foot seven strand
phosphor bronze antenna has been
erected and this, with the Wireless
Specialty Company's variable condenser and Blitzen tuner given by Mr.
Kllery W. Stone, Audio Tron tube
given by Mr, E. T. Cunningham,
Bakelitc panel set given by Mr.
Moorhead, loading coil given by
Mr. E. D. Stevens, phones given by
Mr. H. C. Brown, crystal detector
given by Mr. J. Spatafore, Massie
helix given by Mr. H. R. Sprado, and
various other apparatus will be together to make quite a presentable
station. When this installation is
completed it is expected to have the
club rooms open every evening.
A speed test on the code was
held March 7th and wireless men
were put to tests at speeds ranging
from 5 words per minute, hand sending, to 40 words per minute, automatic key sending.

At the last meeting Mr. P. R. Fenncr gave an educational lecture on the
elementary principles of wave telegraphy. Mr. Edwin D, Radford will
present a paper on the construction
of bulb and tube detectors at the next
meeting.
The membership of the club is now
ninety and it will shortly be increased
to one hundred.
INTERESTING DISCUSSION ON
INSTITUTE OF RADIO
ENGINEERS' PAPER
The fourth meeting of the San
Francisco Section of the Institute of
Radio Engineers was held on the evening of February 20th, 1917, Chairman Hanscom read the paper on Engineering Precautions in Radio Installations, written by Mr. R. H. Marriot. Mr. E. W. Stone followed with
a long discussion on the effects of induction and "kick-backs'' experienced
with amateur stations in the vicinity
of Oakland, Cal, An interesting general discussion then followed and
many lantern slides were shown in
relation with the subject at hand.
About thirty-two members were present.
The Section Dinner is now being
held on the mezzanine floor of the
Mechanics' Institute Building.
YES. YOU CAN BUY IT AT
NEWS STANDS
News stands in all important cities
of the United States have received
copies of "Pacific Radio News"' and
if you experience trouble in obtaining
copies from your nearest news stand
kindly send us the dealer's name and
address and we will do the rest.
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THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY attis which are constantly being deLEAGUE GETS MESSAGE FROM veloped.
NEW YORK TO LOS ANGELES
The Sir. Florence Olson, owned by
The efficiency of the American the Oliver J. Olson Steamship ComRadio Relay I.eaKiic was tested on pany of San Francisco, will be equipFebruary 24lh when Mayor John 1'. ped with a 2 K. W. Halctin panel
Mitchel of New York sent the follow- transmitter within the course of two
ing- message to Mayor Frederic T. weeks and the ship will be ready for
Woodman of l.os Angeles:
lumber carrying on the Pacific Coast
in a months' time. The "Florence
"To the Mayors of Los Angeles
Olson" has a carrying capacity of
and Seattle, greetings. On behalf
250,(100 feel of lumber.
ol the City of New Y'ork I send
cordial greetings to Los Angeles
The following assignments have
and Seattle. Best wishes for the
been made by the Mailer Cunningham
success of the Radio System.Company: Beule to the "Thordis,"
The message was relayed from R. Phair to the "Regulus," A. Dezardo
New York City via Davenport, Iowa, to the "Talbot," Parachini and Dodge
Denver, Colorado and thence to Los to the "Costa Rica," and Lindsay to
Angeles. With all delays the message the "Governor Forbes" as second
only look three hours to come operator with Connoly as first.
through from New Y'ork.
Although the Mailer Cunningham
It was due to the interference of Electric Company does not employ as
local operators that the message did many operators as other wireless
not reach Seattle. Several of the in- companies it has the distinction of
lerefcring operators will be inter- paying operators higher salaries.
Being a Pacific Coast corporation
viewed by the Federal Radio Inspecand desirous of employing Pacific
tors it is said.
The message was received at Los Coast radio operators at land and
Angeles by H. C. and L. F. Seefred ship stations those interested in obat 343 S. Fremont Street, and the fol- taining employment with this comlowing night they sent the answer pany will do well by communicating
from Mayor Woodman of Los An- with Mr. S. N. Peterson, Mailer Cunningham Electric Company, 428 Margeles.
ket Street, San Francisco.
DEVELOPMENT OF HALLER
CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
IS RAPID
With its manufacturing department
working to capacity and with new
ship contracts constantly coming in.
the Mailer Cunningham Electric Company of San Francisco is expanding at
a rapid rate. Mr. G. Mailer recently
returned from an eastern tour and is
now working on plans for the many
new contracts on the east coast. Four
standard 2 K. W. marine panel sets
arc under construction in the factory
of this company besides the new and
novel devices used for radio appar-

RADIO OPERATORS' DANCE
(Continued from page 171)
worked in an effective manner; this
was then reproduced on the programs.
Mr. Edwin Radford was on the
committee and ably handled the position of official announcer.
The evening was enjoyed by all and
was generally declared an entire success.
The San FYancisco Radio Club intends giving another dance at some
future date and it is stated that the
affair will be on somewhat of a
larger scale than the first one.
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Experiments Witk GrounJ Antennae
Expcriraontinjf with ground anlennac presents a wide and Interesting
held lor research in the art and science of Radio Connminication. These
cxperiinenls are easily performed and
the apparatus is within the reach of
(lie average amateur and experimenter
interested in this art and science.
This article serves to guide or possibly inspire further work in this direction, but it docs not prepossess to
give complete data as to further possibilities in this line.
In all of the tests Xo. 18 copper
wire was used and was merely laid
along the ground without regard for
insulation. It was found that the signals were not in the least affected by
moisture on the ground lor at times
the ground was thoroughly wet from
recent rains. The receiver was of a
simple type and the "hook-up" for the
tuner i-. shown in Fig. 1. It will be
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noticed in the tests that the wire
used for aerial and counterpoise
ground were of 1.18 and hi meter
lengths respectively. These lengths
were found to be of good proportions
for good results. The plan shown in
Fig. 2 was used as a standard of comparison. Signals were heard from
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several distant stations, about live to
six hundred miles away, with this
"hook-np". The second plan, shown
in Fig.
with two wires running
out from the receiving apparatus, was
a considerable improvement over Fig.
1. When this same connection was
used hut with the ends of the antenna
connected together still better results
were obtained This plan is shown in
Fig. 4. Three wires were next .strung
out from the apparatus as shown in
Fig, 5, with another increase in
strength of signals. The fifth plan
was to open one of the connections
of the antenna wires at the receiving
apparatus end and connect the ends
of the antenna wires together as
drawn in big. h. This "hook-up" gave
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no results whatsoever, that is. no sig- ground, connection of the receiving
nals were heard. A loop connection tuner signals did not increase in
was also tried out, as in Fig. 7. but strength to the least noticeable dethe signals were very weak. Fig. 8 gree. Further experiments are in order to investigate these types of
ground antenna and the latest developments will appear in this magazine.
(The Editor will be pleased to receive communications regarding the
subject of the above article).
Fij.8.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
One of the most common yet most
US m
abused pieces of apparatus in the
average station is the storage battery, which is usually used for lighting the filament of the audion, running spark coils, or what not. In spite
of the number in use there is very
little really dependable information
/Jim.
available on the subject of taking care
of these batteries.
FiyJO.
sa
In the first place, in almost all instances the battery is of the so-called
portable type. In this type cells are
placed in a self-contained case, which
may be lifted up and carried around
as a unit. This is all very well if
proper precautions are taken, but in
very few instances are any special
shows the plan used with two ground pains taken towards handling the batwires. This was productive of very tery carefully, on the supposition that
good results and stations were heard it is "portable" and, due to careless
close to one thousand miles away. handling of the active material, is
Connecting the counterpoise ground quickly jarred loose from the plates,
wires together as in Fig. 9 did not causing a partial short circuit, and as
improve results. Another type of con- a result the battery is condemned benection used is shown in Fig. 10 with cause it would not hold its charge.
only fair results. The last plan used The plates of the average portable
was with three antenna wires and type of battery arc placed in very close
three counterpoise ground wires. This proximity to each other, separated as
plan was the best of any and it cer- a rule by thin sheets of hard rubber,
tainly produced results that were often of a thickness of not more than
gratifying considering the fact that a thirty-second of an inch, and when
only a galena detector was used in the the active material is shaken loose
tests. It was also found in using this from the plates it lodges in these
last connection, shown in Fig. 11, small openings and the trouble that
that the tuning was extremely sharp. will result is very evident, for the acStrange to say, when a ground con- tive material is partially conductive
nection was marie in the bed of a near and slowly the charge in the battery
by stream and connected to the is lost, tho the battery is on open cir-
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cuit, by the conduction of the material
in the separators.
A very prolific cause of trouble is
the sulphating of the battery. This
takes place when aij insoluble while
sulphate of lead forms on the surface
of the plates. The effect of this sulphate is to decrease the active surface of the plate exposed to the action
of the electrolyte and, as this sulphate
is a fair insulator and cannot be dissolved by the acid solution, materially decreases the capacity of the batter}-. The causes of sulphating arc
overdischarging, too high specific
gravity of electrolyte, and the most
common of all leaving the battery in
an uncharged condition for long periods. The remedy for the first cause
is self evident; never discharge a battery when the voltage is below 1.8
per cell or, in the case of a three
cell (six volt) battery never discharge
below 5.4 volts. It is well to bear in
mind that open circuit readings are
of no value; while taking voltage
readings connect a resistance across
the battery that will draw an ampere
or so. The second cause of sulphation. that of too high a specific gravity of the electrolyte in the battery
is overcome by adding DISTILLED
water. A hydrometer is used to
ascertain the. specific gravity of the
electrolyte. A hydrometer is made
of an elongated glass bulb so weighted
at the lower end that it sinks in the
electrolyte to the depth corresponding to the specific gravity of the
liquid. A scale on the upper end of
the glass tube shows, by reading the
scale at the point which is at the level
of the electrolyte, the specific gravity
of the solution. When the cells arc
completely charged the specific gravity of the electrolyte should be 1.24 to
1.30. In some makes of cells the
specific gravity may not run quite so
high, but it is safe to say the specific
gravity should never run below 1.2 at
full charge. The final specific gravity

at the end of discharging should be
no lower than 1.185 or 1.19. In the
event the specific gravity goes too
low before the charge is all drawn, a
little chemically pure sulphuric acid
should be added to the electrolyte.
The best acid to use is that not manufactured from pyrites but rather that
which is made from sulphur or brimstone. The last mentioned cause for
sulphating, namely, leaving the battery in an uncharged condition for
long periods without attention is one
which plays certain havoc with any
storage battery. If it is necessary to
leave a battery without using for any
length of time it should first be fully
charged, then the electrolyte should
be drawn out (this is usually done by
siphon) into clean bottles or jars.
Immediately after withdrawing the
acid solution distilled water should be
poured into the cells until it covers
the plates one-half inch or so. The
cells then should be discharged until
the voltage falls off to one volt or below. The water is then withdrawn
and the battery may be left without
internal injury. When the battery is
to be placed into commission again
the acid is again poured in to replace
the water and then the battery is
charged. The charge should be given
at a slow rate and take about thirty
hours.
The best current for charging storage batteries is a low voltage direct
current. This, as a rule, is not available. It is very common practice to
use a rectifier although these arc not
very satisfactory as a general thing.
The vibration rectifier, although good,
is nearly always far beyond the experimenter's pocketbook. One type* of
rectifier which has appeared on the
market a short time ago is as near
perfection as it could be and yet is
within the range of the average amateur's bank account. In connecting a
battery for charging, the positive pole
of the supply always goes to the posi-

PACIFIC R.'
live terminal of the battery and the
negative to the negative. If the voltage of the supply is too high, a resislance must be connected in scries
with the baltcry to limit the amount
of current entering the baltcry; 32
C. P. carbon lamps make very serviceable resistances.
One point which is often the cause
for many storage battery troubles is
the so-called "flashing" of the battery.
This term is applied to the operation
of short circuiting the battery for a
moinent with a short piece of wire.
To be sure, this is a good indication
whether there is a current there or
not, but it does not do the battery
any good. On a dead short circuit
of this kind as much as "one to two
hundred amperes pass through the
short which causes violent chemical
reaction to lake place in the battery,
buckling of the plates and various
other harmful effects.
*Thc new Tungar Rectifier.

SomeOperators
Still Use Galena
Ttey will oontinne to
do 10 after nsing our
■ilrer plated
detector

spring

wire

and

our Galena
KfficieNt Detector Wire, 2 iecK piece 1.10
BfftcicMt Galena, per ounce . . .20
EFFICIENT
RADIO APPARATUS GO.
1228 Masonic Avc., San Francisco
When wriUii^
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100 Times Amplitication
May Im had with the
"Paragen" RA-6
Amplifying
Short Ware Receiver
There are no end losses and
no short circuited turns;
No switches and no tuning
capacities in the audion
circuits;
Amplification up to 100
times may be had, using 1
vacuum detector only, and
the selectivity is as great,
comparatively, as the amplification ;
The weaker the signal, the
greater the amplification,
and the greater the amplification the greater the
selectivity.
The "PARAGON" RA-6
is covered by a 2 year satisfaction - or-your-money-back
guarantee.
F U R T H ERMORE, we
guarantee the RA-6 to do all
we say it will do, and to so
far excel other short wave
receivers that there is no
comparison.
Range 180 to 580 meters
Price $35.00
Send stamp for Bulletin, "O"
Adams Morgan Company
5 ALV1N PLACE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.

Advertiser* please wi«riiU»n thi* Magazine
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Designed by

Simple
Compact

Experts

Efficient

for the
Discriminat-

ing
Thy R-l« I .limp
Delerlor speciOperator
ally
f*»r
I o it « dlslMn* e
work on arc and
spark siKnaln. ll
lias Ihe laieat and
in«»■! ffflHent <-Irotih for Ihe re-16 Lamp Detector
••epilon of arc
and spark sIkiihIs. n
^»mpH< I a rid v el ihe efn< len. \ lias no! iwen sacriflced 1"
llie pn>per spai Inic of wire ami par Is The detector is the reaull of over a year of
experimental work on lamp dele. |ors. and the circuit and spacing employed Is the
rtault. The R-16 In <oiineclion with an RA-6 Paragon Amidifler lias broken all re<*ords for anmleur rela> work. Slgmils from aniateuta on lire Atlantic ("oast have been
copied on lire Pacific Coast.
This detector Is filled with Ihe beat „f materials IhrougIkhR. and all parts for II
may be purchased by the anmletrr who u IsheH to build his own set Write for price list.
The R 16 Lamp Detector $35.00
The R 16 Lamp Detector, less lamp
$30.00
We are in a poaitlon to make Instruments l«» your speclfioallons, and would be
I•!eased to quote you prices. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.
Special This Month—TIGERMAN TUBES WHILE THEY LAST. $5.00
We are Ihe Coast Idstrlbuiors for ADAMS MORGAN CO.. and lime may be saved
■i»y
-v ordering nil,.
■ I I i lustrutnenls througli
I I I ■ • < I p. I I III
any of their
us,
1526 CRENSHAW BLVD..
PACIFIC WIRELESS SPECIAL1Y COMPANY
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
Put up your own wireless-11 VHBEnjTllltll

make and understand your
instruments, learn all about
the new systems and audion
circuits—

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS
STATIONS
New Edition with Supplement, $1.50
Ss
Postage 17 cents
By PHILIP E. EDELMAN
Is the one book that shows you how and gives you the information right up to
dale. Thousands ail over the World have followed the instruction# of this book
with uniform success, getting messages everywhere and breaking records. You
can too. Hurry In your order now and start right. 272 pages finely cloth bound
will come to you by return mall and gives Just the information you want: how to
figure inductenoes. ci«padl>, wavelengths, build mptIhIs and tuners for any desired wavelengths, determine your range, build wireless telephones, heterodyne
and os'lllaling circuits, receive undamped wave and long wave signals, etc, etc.,
all fully Illustrated. The most • omplete list of U. S. patents existing Is also
included.
SPECIAL OFFER: "EXPERIMENTS." the 256 page wonderbook of wireless and
general science. $1.50 and "EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS STATIONS" $1.50 will
both be sent to one address for only $2.85 plus postage on three pounds. ORDER
DIRECT IF YOU WANT THE LATEST EDITIONS. NOW! !
P. E. EDELMAN. Publisher. 1802'^ Hague Avc., St. Paul, Minn.
When writing to Adxertisers please mention this Magazine
y
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THE ELECTRON RELAY
(Continued from page 167)
all gases from within the bulh. thus
SMRATIONS
conforming to the claims set forth in
his patents of an Audion using a
gaseous medium.
In a recent article by Dr. Lee Dc
Forest in a certain publication he
ELECTRICITY?
claims to have discovered the external
HERE'S Just the book m EI.cgrid type of device several years ago
trlcilj' th«t you need to tn.
swer
your many questions —to
and he remarks that if the grid works
solra your knotty problems, to
outside the bulb it would naturally
teach yo« Ptw kinks, to be your
memory fee tables, rules, (orwork better inside between the plate
tulas, and other Electrical and
cebanical facts. With this
and lllamcnt. But Dr. De Forest does
"Little 01 ant" I. C. S. EUctrical
■ ntinetr'a Handbook within
not seem to be aware that the ideal
oeay reach an hour or a day need
type of bulb would be one with a zero
net be lost "dineine up" soma
forgotten rale, some unfamiliar
grid current; and what is better than
fact; yau'U Just turn to the very
complete Index and set it "in a
a purely electro static control? The
Jiffy." A few of the subjects treated are:
General Electric Company in the
Electricity Jt Masoeliem; Batteries;
Pliolron specifics that the wires which
Circnita; Masneta; Direct dc AltarnatM Currents: Dynamoe dc Motors;
constitute (he grid should be of as
ta; Shaftlasi Eloctroalelins I Electrical MaeauremaoW; Melorei Arc dc
small a cross-section as possible so
Incandeeeanl Lamoe; M
-Arc
Recntiera; Traoaformers; I
tion;
that the current which (lows to the
Electric Cars; Single and Multinla Unit
grid may be extremely small.
Control; Trananaiaaion; Rail Weldins; TabI ciof Wires—Sizes, Capacities,
De Forest may have discovered the
etc.; Mathemattcol Ruloa, Formutas.
Symbols: Tables of Constanta. Equivaoutside grid years ago and his assumplenta. Roots, Powera. Reciprocals,
Areas,
Waisbta dc Maaiuraa; Chemtion that the grid must be intervening
istry ; Properties of Metals; Principles
between the plate and filament may
of Mecbanica; Firat Aid. ate.
have been correct for the sensitive
The Electrical Ensineer's Handbook is
one of 22 I. C. S. Handbooks eoverine «
gaseous medium, but this docs not
Technical, Scientific and Commercial subiecta. all equally crowded with valne. They
apply to a device using the electronic
nave the contents of fnll-size books conemission. It is certain that the condensed into pocket siae, ready to so with
you
anywhere and be at yoarlnstant comtrolling member should intervene bemand. They are subataniially bound in
eloth,
red edsea, sold-leef atampins, printed
tween the anode and cathode to exfrom new, clear, readable type on sood
quality
book paper, elaborately illustrated
ert maximum control of the emission,
and completely indexed.
but it is also certain that the grid
The resutarpricc la $1.2S, but for a
should control the stream by a purely
LIMITED TIME you can buy those you
want, postpaid, delivery suarantaad, for
electrostatic potential.
only 5d cents each. You run no risk!
Money back if doairad!
When a device is developed that is
InteraatioBal Carraapoodenco Schools
arranged geometrically so that the
Boa 9377
grid is outside the tube and yet is in
SCRANTON, PA.
a position to exert full control upon
n OUT hcnc — — — — the electron stream, we will have a
I. C. S.. Boa 9377 , ScrftntoD, Pa.
perfect vacuum tube, as then the grid I endow} $
for Handbooks marked X.
Q Clcclricsil Enainrer's
CKcm Ist's
current will he nil.
MM Teleph,
At
Tole*.
Enaineor's Bookkeeper's
Mechanic's
Advertiser's
M SteamEasmaor's
Eminear'a
Salesman's
Farmer's
QH Civil
Concrete EnslBeer's
Pod I try man's
ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?
Bui
Id
inn
Trades
Mariner's
USteae.'a
Jc
Correspoodent's
Automobilee
If you arc not already a subscriber
to "Pacific Radio Xcws" you are missing something valuable.
When wlUint lo Advertl.'cr.t plr««r mcnli.m this Magazln*;
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HALCUN
The

only

200

meter

1 K.W. Fixed Wavelength Panel Set on the
market radiating 4 amperes.

This Transmitter will
come closest of any towards accomplishing

3000

MILES
ON

200

METERS
WIT H

500

WATTS

IN DAY TIME

Haller Cunningham Electric Co.
428 MARKET STREET
[3

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

arsfarsgar"-wag
When wrlllnit lo Adverllseis |>ie««e meniion I hi a Magazine
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Classified Advertlsemsnts
Advertisements in this section are 2 cents per word net.
Remittance, in form of currency, money order or stamps must
accompany copy.
Advertisements for the March issue must reach us no later than
February 1st in order to insure classification.
In counting words, count name and address.
Figures count five to the word in one group.
The "PACIFIC RADIO NEWS" being the first and only wireless magazine published on the Pacific Coast on radio engineering and
operating subjects and not being connected with any wireless company or corporation, which might influence in any way its editorial
policy, enjoys a select circulation, exceeding that of any other publication of its kind.
It will pay you to try an advertisement in this section.
PACIFIC RADIO PUBLISHING CO., 50 Main St., San Franckce, Cal.

WIRELESS
DOUBI.K FILAMENT IMPROVKH
HLHCTRON RELAr BULBS Jt.00
h
prepaid! All new and guaranteed: Immediate aliipments! Bralnerd Stratlon,
Onefda. New York.
NEW ACDION PANEL with tube and
K battery, SS.OO. I'/j K.W. closed core step
up transformer made by Paciflc. Eugl neerlngr Co. $21. New Audlon Cabinet,
two audions, one for detector, other oadllalinc. $25,no. Quenched gap. $3,00. II.
Oookson. care Paciflc Radio News.
20 CENTS will pay for a leu word advertiaemenl In these columns. FORMS
FOR THE MAY ISSUE CLOSE APRIL 5.
Oet buay today.
AERIAL FOR SALE—2 Pole*. 50 and
7e feet. 320 feel No. 14 hard drawn copper wire. 2 atraln insulator*. $15.00. Can
be seen at S2I7 Lockaley Ave.. Oakland.
Cammunicate with S. C. Houston, King
George Hotel. San FrancUco.
STOP! LOOK! LISTEN! SOMETIIINO NEW IN DETECTORS—"TUBIPHOR"'—Ultra senaltlve. An Improvement of an old principle. Bra*s, hard
rubber and glasa are the materiala u»ed
In conatruction. A detector of distinction, Will be sent prepaid lo any address upon receipt of $2.00. The Tuhlphor Co.. 5 Parsons St., San Francisco.
SPECIAL—5«c Storage Battery Plates,
IViseH inches. Positives or Negatives
25i each. Postage extra. Goodman I^boralory, 41$ W. Court St.. Flint, Mich.
GREAT BARGAIN—Closed core H4 K.
W. transformer, perfect condition, 2
power variations, $2«.0II. H. Fish, 32$
Baker St.. San Francisco. Cal,
YOU ARE MISSING THE CHANCE
OF YOUR LIFE If you fail lo turn to
page 148 and carefully read the Vacuum
Tube Panel Ad. lt"a the greatest offer
ever made. ' Don't let it pass by. Electron
Agencies Co.. 4611$ ISIh St.. San Francisco. Cal.

FREE WIRELESS SETS—Don't coat
you a cent—Make money in an easy way
by representing the Pacific Radio Publishing Co.. in your localify and you will
soon he able to purchase a good wireless
set from the oommlssion that you realize
on securing subscriptions for u*. Write
Business Manager, Paciflc Radio News,
Don't let the other fellow beat you to it.
YES—THE RADIO BARGAIN HOUSE
IS STILL IN EXISTENCE and we have
some real wireless bargains on hand.
We build apparatus to order, construct
long undamped wave apparatus, give you
speciflcatiuns on special apparatus and
carry a slock of good tested galena which
we retail at 20 cents per ounce. Every
crystal fully guaranteed—money hack If
not sal isfled. RADIO BARGAIN HOUSE.
1247 47th Ave.. San Francisco, Cal.
BARGAIN — Xloltzer-Cabol Induction
motor, type 02, 1-6 H. P., speed 1330. 110
volts. 133 cycles. Excellent condition;
sell cheap or exchange for 60 cycle Induction motor. K. B. Warner, Cairo. 111.
THE BEST OFFER IN AMERICA—
Slwemaker round bottom condenser jars,
brand new, never used, copper coaled,
iu excellent condition and .001$ M. F.
capacity. Have very limited number of
these Jars on hand. 2 inches diameter,
13 Inches long. Can be used for any
transmuting set. Will sell for 75 cents
each while they last. Postage and insurance extra.
CALIFORNIA CONDENSER CO., S2 Downey St. Phone
Park 62S5. San Francisco, Cal.
500 WIRELESS OPERATORS WANTED to read our good books on electricity
and qualify for better positions in the
radio field. Send for circular. Pacific
Radio Publishing Co.
OAS ENGINES
BARGAIN—Fine new two-cylinder four
cycle ten horsepower Marine Engine, reverse gear, propeller, couplings, large
lank, complete $65.00, Wireless apparatus acceptable part payment. V. Malhlson, Str. Whittier, Oleum, Cal.
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MIGNON UNDAMPED
WAVE

*1

WIRELESS
9

I
W

w

W
—•» w_ji

APPARATUS
AMATEUR and COMMERCIAL USE

This latest Mignon invention is entering a new field in
Radio Engineering, eliminating the so familiar LOOSE
COUPLERS and LOADING COILS, and introduces adjustable DISC-CORES, heretofore considered
impossible. DISTANCE RANGE UNLIMITED.

MIGNON

WIRELESS

CORPORATION
^ MIGNon sysTEM x
ELMIRA. N. Y., U. S. A.
Write for Catalogue and mention
Pacilic Radio News

When writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine

PACIFIC RADIO NEWS
OUR LOOSE LEAF CATALOG
WILL BE READY FOR DISTRIBUTION ON JAN. 20.
A copy of it will be sent to you on receipt of Ten cents in
stamps or coin. Write now as first edition is limited.
Department C2.
THE RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO.
Lombard
Illinois

THE RADIO AMATEUR
An Amateur Magazine you will enjoy as much as a letter from home
WRITTEN BY THE AMATEUR AND FOR THE AMATEUR
telling of his troubles, how he overcomes them, how he increases
the efficiency of his station, etc.
ONLY WIRELESS MAGAZINE IN Till: CENTRAL STATES
OFFICIAL ORGAN FEDERAL RELAY LEAGUE
GETTING BETTER EACH MON TH
Subscription price 50c per year
Your money back if you want it
Mail your subscription today—now
THE RADIO AMATEUR - . . MARION, ILLINOIS
A, Montgomery, 2,10.? Pacific Ace.. Alameda, Cat..
\\ cstern Representative

EVERYDAY MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Aeolian Hall
New York
C.^
RADIO
TIME1 SIGNAL
RECIIVtR

LIVE AMATEURS!
You tan make money by Installing
Radio

Time

Signal Receivers

for Jewellers in your vicinity
This New Book, "A RADIO TIME SIGNAL RECEIVER."
tells you how to build a simple outfit designed expressly for the
beginner. You can build the outfits in your own workshop
and install them for jewelers either on a one-payment or a
rental basis.
The appendix contains ten useful tables giving sizes, resistances, weights, turns per inch, etc., etc., for both copper and
resistance wire.
Price, Paper, 25c.
EVERYDAY MECHANICS CO., Inc.
800 Aeolian Hall
New York City
When writing: to Advertisers please mention this Magazine
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LENZ1TE

O
DETECTOR
THE MOST SENSITIVE and STABLE CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
Requires No Special Care or Adjustment. Particularly Good
for Portable and Ship Stations. If you want a
PERFECT DETECTOR
Buy a LENZITE Detector
If at the end of 30 days you want your $5 back you will get it
LENZITE DETECTOR, $5.00
^

. of uclua

i/c

lenzite
crystal
Pmadenn.
Cal.corp.
A MOTOR AND A ROTOR
FOR $5.25
We have built 5,000 of these outfits, consisting of a motor that will
operate on a. c. or d. c. 5,000 to
6,000 r. p. m. 100 to 130 Volt.
An Aluminum Rotor, perfectly
balanced, machined and insulated.
Watch for the trade name "Fosco"
Regular price of these outfits $8.50
Introductory offer as above while
they last. Motor
only $4.00
Rotor
only $1.50
Act Quick
When ordering Rotor only, state
size of shaft.
THE FOSCO CORPORATION
1355 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.
Send postage for Motor and
Supply Catalogue.

Specially Selected Crystals
GALENA
for Wireless Use
20 cents per ounce
D. B. McGown
Be>t in the world
1247 47th Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
When writing to Advertisers please mention tTils Magazine
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RADIO ENGINEERING
SPECIAL APPARATUS MADE TO ORDER
SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPLETE COMMERCIAL
AND PRIVATE INSTALLATIONS FURNISHED
ON REQUEST
B. N. BURGLUND
520 MARKET ST.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

m.

BL

AMATEURS!
1 CENT BRINGS OUR CATALOGUE TO YOU
SHORT WAVE SETS
UNDAMPED WAVERS
CONDENSERS
TRANSFORMERS
ROTARY SPARK GAPS
W & S VACUUM TUBE DETECTORS
WILSON & SMITH WIRELESS MFG. CO.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Whfii writing lu Ailvprtiseis please mention ihis Magazine
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A Complete, Practical Correspondence Course of Study in

Electrical

Engineering

Competent

Electrical

Engineers are in demand
If you wish to earn a BETTER SALARY, here is a
chance to get your diploma at home during your spare
tune. Men In constant demand everywhere. Big salaries
being paid for competent Electrical Engineers. We have
helped hundreds and can help you.
The men who get the big jobs are the men who understand
the principles of electricity and their application. Let our
graduates tell you what we have done for them.
Our Course in Electrical Engineering teaches in plain,
simple language and with easy lessons how to install and
operate the most modern electrical machinery and appliances.
These lessons in Practical Electricity cover both Direct and
Alternating Current, high potential and high frequency currents, and all that is necessary to make you a proficient electrical engineer.
The Course completely covers the field of electrical engineering, including power-plant work, and covers the following subjects, viz.: Practical Electricity, Alternating Currents. The Electric Motor, Practical Mathematics and Electrical Wiring.
WRITE AT ONCE
For Our Present
SPECIAL PRICE and TERMS

These Books Free!
With this course of study you get FREE
the following splendid text books, all
standard works, which books alone are
worth more than the price of the entire
course of study.
You get personal instruction from the
leading instructors in this_ country^ on a
complete course in Electrical Engineering, every detail of which is covered in
the following books:—
Practical Electricity
Alternating Currents Simplified
The Electric Motor
Electric Wiring
Practical Mathematics
The instruction is so clear that anyone
can understand it.eventhoughhe hasbuta
limited education.
Some of our students have been able to
complete the course in three to six months.
If you can not devote much lime to
study, it will take a little longer.

Send for Complete Catalogue, Testimonials & Positions Secured
Complete Practical Correspondence Courses Covering:
STATIONARY ENGINEERING POWER ENGINEERING
PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING POWER PLANT ACCOUNTING DRAWING AND DESIGNING
MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY
MECHANICAL DRAWING
THE PRICE IS LOW AND THE TERMS ARE EASY
Send the coupon at once and we will write you, giving you
complete information and our present Special Term*.

Please send me full information concerning your course in Electrical Engineering, and Special Terms.
Name
Street and Number
City or Town
State
Preaent Poaition
The Joseph G. Branch SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
542 SOUTH DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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"Home of the Radio Operators"
O'BRIEN & HAMILTON. Props.
L. B. O'Brien. Mgr.
Modern Rooms at Popular Prices
N

Alpine Hotel

ALPINE HOTEL h
A II
'

480 PINE ST., San Francisco. Cal.
Phone Suiter 2850
50c to $1 per Day $2.50 to $5 per Week

THE ELECTRON RELAY

Patent Pending

WARNING!
A genuine article is often imitated and sold at a cut price. The
ELECTRON RELAY is being imitated and cut. The manufacturers of these tubes have authorized us to replace any of
our defective tubes, hut they will not replace any ELECTRON
RELAY that is sold for less than the usual list price of five
dollars. Beware of substitutes, pay a little bit more and get a
^^^ELECTRON
RELAY backed
by the
fullPREPAID
guarantee
THE GENUINE
RELAY
$5.00
NEVER SOLD FOR LESS
Guaranteed to be More Sensitive Than the Detector You Are Now
Using, Regardless of the Make or Type
Write for Literature
Pacific Laboratories Sales Dept., 534 Pacific Bldg., San Francisco
Thi. fascinating WIRELESS JOURNAL
na» »om«thino new for you. It la publlshed
In the ninth district—it earnestly
THE
endeavora and succeed! In keeping you
Informed as to the ever Increasing and
vividly interesting activities of these live
AMATEURS.
Get In touch with is at once. Exchange
are FREE to membera of CLUB.
RADI0L1TE adsReasonable
advertising rates made
known on application—Remember! Thlt
Is
THE
ONE
ACTIVE
CENTER of Radio
THE
Communication,
Send 10 cents for UR COPY NOW BEFORE YOU FORGET IT,
"STAR of the MID-WEST" FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AD
DRESS: Secretary, Central Radio Apparatus Exchange Club. Mattoon. III.
When writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine
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NEW 300

PAGE

ELECTRICAL

DUCK'S No'n and WIRELESS CATALOG
More than ever justifies your verdict
that it is the one Catalog worth while
150 pp. wireless instruments
150 pp. electrical supplies
ANNOUNCEMENT WIRELESS AMATEURS
We announce eftectlve at once these exceedingly attractive reductions on the
following wireless Instruments:
on $12.50
T\ \>e T-0
TliordHraon Flexible Slep-Fp Transformer. . fir.,
(h»
16.50
Thordarnon Mevlble Slep-Fp Transformer... 2o.
Type T-I
20.00
Type T-2
Tlmrdarsoii Flexible Slep-Fp Transformer... 2F..«m)
Note. A Thordai son Spe. lal Prole, live I »e\ I' •• Included
free with eaeh Iransfonner.
13.50
Fnmmerelal Type Om II la I inn Transformer.... IS.Od
No AW
6.00
»;.7'.
(»s. Illation Transformer
No. A762X
22
««
29.50
FleeelvInK Sel with Condensers
No. R4I
24.00
22.00
No. mi
Kei-eivlng Sel less Condensers
2.«M»
1.50
Detector Stand
No 19 IS
i ••:.«»
17.26
Navy Type Recelvlnn Transformer
Model SAA
9
ntt
7.50
Arlinglon iWelvlng Transformer .
No. Wl
6.50
7 2.'.
Arlinitton T> pe It Reoelvlni: Transformer.
No. 1092
5.75
6.o«"
Kei el\ ing Transformer
No. A7721
2.00
2
Inch Spark Coll
No 39X0
3.65
4.:.o
I
Inch
Spark
Coll
No. 44X»i
2.65
3 r.
Inch Spark Coll
No. 40X0
.65
.55
Del eel or Stand
No. A60I2
3.35
3.60
Standard TnnlnK C.iil
No. SIX 10
1
5o
1.40
Pancake Helix
No. A SOO
.27
. 30
Kledrose Insulator .
No. 71X0
.18
.30
Fleet rose Insulator
No. 73X"
.48
.
r.o
Fie. trose Insulator .
No. 17X0

i

WHAT OUR BIG CATALOG CONTAINS
150 pages wireless Instruments, 10 pages raw material;
storage batteries; electrolytic rectifiers; high frequency
colls; telegraph Instruments; commercial and battery
motors and dynamo: rotary converters: alternators: sewing machine motors: water motors; medical batteries:
auto accessories; flashlights; electric lighting plants;
Victrolas; books.
Only 8c in stamps Send 8c for this Catalog today. You need it
will bring this
ELABORATE REGENERATIVE SET
unrivalled catalog to your home.
$24.75 PREPAID
The great cost of
catalog and the
exceptionally low
prices (often- Watch for Special Announcement Next Month
times fully 25%
below usual r
tail price) prohibita its distribution otherwiaeTHE WM. B. DUCK CO.
You may deduct
the 8c on first
$1.00 purchase. 236-238 Superior Street TOLEDO. OHIO
When writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine
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AudioTro N

i The Only Original and Genuine Tubular Vacuum
R
&

Detector — Amplifier — Oscillator
m
=1
ii

Patent Applied For
The Audiotron has smashed all records—Seattle copies OU1 in
daytime with one tube. Your receiving range will be more than
doubled if you equip your station with the genuine AudioTron—not
imitations.
The internal action or mode of operation, not the mechanical
structure, determines the quality and sensitiveness. The AudioTron
differs from all other bulb or tubular detectors since it utilizes the
variations, produced by the impressed grid potentials, in a pure electron flow from negative incandescent tungsten to a cold positive plaie.
Its operation, in no way. utilizes a sensitive gaseous medium.
The genuine electron operated AudioTron is not a "so-called
AudioTron". Radiotron or other form of tubular detector. The genuine AudiTron bears that name. Do not be misled.
Double Filament Audiotron . . . $5.25
Guaranteed super-sensitive as a detector-amplifier-oscillator
Delivered free by express when cash accompanies order
Send for catalog of vacuum detector panels and accessories
Biggest Values Ever Offered
AudioTron
315 Lick Building

Sales

Co.

San Francisco, Cal.

When writinK to Adverllfe!* plf.-iM- menlion this M:i£uxin«

M esco

Short

Regenerative

Wave

Receiver

This short wave regenerative receiver or receiver set is particularly recommended for long distance relay work on wave lengths approximating 180 to 450
meters. It is possible, however, to receive wave lengths up to nearly 1,000 meters
efficiently with reduced amplification.
The circuit employed is of the well known Armstrong regenerative type with
constants accurately calculated for the wave lengths referred to above when
employed in conjunction with any of the audion detectors described in this manual.
With this set it is possible to receive undamped and damped waves. When
listening to the latter, although the tone of the incoming spark signal is somewhat changed, it is amplified
many times when adjusted
properly.
It is possible then, under
these circumstances, to hear
and read stations that would
be totally inaudible with ordinary receiving sets. It will
increase the receiving range
of any station over 100 times.
The receiver is complete in
List No. 8467 Mesco Short Wave Regenerative Receiver every detail and ready for
PRICE. $32.50
operation when connected to
an aerial, ground, audion detector and telephone receivers. The cabinet is made of weathered oak having all
connections brought out on a genuine hard rubber panel which decreases insulation losses.
A blue print of connections with detailed instructions for setting up and operating this receiver is supplied with each instrument. Both tube and round type
audion detectors can be used successfully with it.
The metal parts are of brass, nickel polished,
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG G 28
It Is pocket size, 8x4' ^ inches, contains 248 pages, with over 1,100 illustrations, and
describes in plain, clear language all about Bells. Push Buttons, Batteries. Telephone and
Telegraph Materials, Electric Toys, Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances. Electric Call
Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks. Medical Batteries. Motor Boat Horns. Electrically Heated
Apparatus, Battery Connectors. Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph Instruments. Ignition Supplies, Etc.
There exist a thousand and one ways where electrical devices may be used, and to
know what Is beat for your purpose you need this catalog. It costs you nothing.
Send 10c for copy of our Wireless Manual G9. You get
your money back on an order of $1.00
It contains 180 pages and tells how to erect and maintain wireless telegraph stations.
Shows a number of diagrams. Has the Morse and Continental Telegraph Codes. Illustrates the best instruments to use: tells what they are for and how to use them. Has
many new diagrams and other valuable information not contained In any other book.
Do not wait. Send your request now. Get the best 10c value you will ever buy.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
11-1 S. 5th Ave.
17 Park Place
1106 Pine St.
SAN FRANCISCO. 604 Mission Street
When wrtlloK to Advci tiif-rji plewnr
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